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ACHR  Becomes  20  Years,  Congratulations!!!  
Working together through ACHR has made a lot of
difference in Asia.

Some Highlights of ACHR
•   Was formed in 1988;
•   Supported the struggle of the people during the
large evictions in Seoul-Korea;
•   Helped communities,	
  NGOs and government
officials to learn development by visiting projects that
make a difference. The exchanges began in a humble
way and later developed to a larger scale;
•   Architects from several countries came
together to assist the architectural students of
Cambodia in social housing;
•   Savings of the poor was developed as a way
of organizing people (mainly women) in Thailand,
Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Philippines and Mongolia.
ACHR also propagated the provision of small financial
support to very poor communities to improve their
environment;
•   Young
professionals
are
supporting
slumdwellers in many ways;
•   Engaging the government in different ways,
such as inviting sympathetic government officials to
national and international exchanges;
•   Committed people joined the government as
executives, like Somsook in Thailand, Bimbo
Fernandez in Cebu, Tasneem Siddiqui in Pakistan and
many others and they have made a difference;
•   In ACHR Arif Hasan had the pioneering role
of pushing its members to look at a larger picture in the
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development of cities and to have deeper studies about
its problems focusing on their impact on the poor;
•   From the very beginning the action was based
in the energy of the people, in their way of survival and
development;
•   The poor in most of the Thailand districts
organized themselves and planned based on needs and
resources. During the Tsunami, through their own
organization and planning, they were able to mobilize
resources and help very quickly. Theirs were the first
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aid to reach those who need it most. And on
the second step, with the help of NGOs and
through negotiation with the government,
they were able to solve problems of land and
reconstruction;
•   During the big floods in Thailand,
the same planning and organization helped
the people to minimize the ill effects of the
disaster and to begin the reconstruction faster.
For further information:
Somsook Boonyabancha
Asian Coalition for Housing Rights
achr@loxinfo;;co;;th  
www.achr.net

  
  
Blessed  Are  Those…  
Blessed are those who look at others
With the eyes of a friend
And receive every person without being prejudiced
By culture, religion or race;
Blessed are those who live in harmony
With the dear ones, the neighbors, companions and strangers,
Overcoming the inevitable difficulties in human relationships;
Blessed are those who do not nurture resentments,
Nor give weight to gestures and words
And not force others to live according to one’s own ways;
Blessed are those who are tolerant
With themselves and live together serenely,
With their own and others limitations;
Blessed are those who can promote good
By building a world where each one can feel at home;
Blessed are those who value the differences
That characterize every person on our planet
Because it shows that God has called each one by name;
Blessed are those who dream of seeing a rainbow
Made up of colors of our differences;
This would be a sign of fraternity and peace
And would clothe the whole world with light and festivity;
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Student  Workshop  
On the 25-27th February 2008 the Royal University of
Fine Arts (RUFA) in Phnom Penh became the host of
the first student workshop on urban community issues
since 2004. Eight students from Finland’s Helsinki
University of Technology joined 35 Khmer students
from RUFA, Royal University of Agriculture and
Norton University in the three day event.

On Day 1, several professors spoke about various
community design and mapping techniques. This was
followed in the afternoon by field visits to 3
resettlements sites at Trapeang Krasang, Phum
Andoang and Samaki 271 (Krang Ankrang) and finally
to the communities under threat of eviction at Boeung
Kok, North Phnom Penh. Most of the students, both
local and international, were unaware of the scale and
situation of the resettlements sites.
On Day 2, the students were divided into 3 groups
to work in different areas of Boeung Kok.
On Day 3, in the morning was the final
preparation of material that was presented in the
afternoon to a small panel. The students called on the
authorities for a fair compensation for the affected
families.
For further information:
Sahmakum Teang Tnaut
www.teangtnaut.org  
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INDIA

Laurie  Baker    
(1917-2007)  
Laurie Baker, known as an architect of the people, died ranged from the smallest houses to a large cathedral
in 2007 at the age of 90.
seating three thousand people”
He met Mahatma Ghandi in Mumbai. Knowing
him as an architect and his interest in social work,
Ghandi advised him to develop low cost housing for
the poor.
Baker, a British, returned to India and developed
low cost easy to build eco-friendly buildings. He
became an Indian citizen in 1989. He has been given
awards and honorary doctorates by several Indian and
European Universities.

Laurie Baker on Laurie Baker
“There is only one thing to do and that was to get
a band of masons and carpenters who would do what
was asked of them and who would learn new
techniques and un-learn old, wasteful ones.
“It was rewarding for my clients, for me and for
the workmen.	
  For example some of them became
excellent brick-workers who got enormous satisfaction
in producing beautiful brickwork. Much of what has
come to be described as Baker Architecture I owe to
these craftsmen. Because of them it became easy for
me to construct almost any type of building	
 and these
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For further information:
Built environment No 21 December 2007
www.sasnet.lu.se/cont05cbe.html\  
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India

Saroop  Dhruv  Congratulations!!!  
Saroop Dhruv, a Gujarati playwright, poet and social
activists (women, minorities, Dalits, tribals) received
the 2008 Hellman/Hammett Award for Resisting State
Censorship from the Human Rights Watch. She is a
member of Women's WORLD (India), a national
network of over 200 women writers dealing with
censorship. She has been teaching at the Jesuit
Juniorate in Ahmedabad for many years
Dhruv’s first poem was written in response to the
communal riots in Ahmedabad in 1969. A Muslim
family behind her home received threats from an
enraged mob — threats that their home would be
torched and they would be butchered if they did not
evacuate their premises. Deeply disturbed by that
event, Dhruv’s poem addressed that livid mob.

It’s All in My Hands
In a moment
the city turns to pebble, stone, dagger, razor
ruin, spark, flame, ash
In a moment,
mobs with hammer, pickaxe, shovel and hand grenade
pulverize the city
My pen collides with the skeletons of history
Winds howl, like the death rattle of corpses waking
from their slumber
Whirling winds of death shake the very pillars of
civilization
Hurling dust into an ebbing faith in life
Sinking claws, vomiting blood everywhere.
In a moment, vision is blinded and directions obscured,
The skin of humanity flayed off
I: a poet
I cannot exist as a mere reporter.
Nor as a court bard.
I want to grit my teeth and speak
without mincing my words about this conspiracy
But for that
I must retrieve my pen
from a deep dark well —
my father’s well,
my ancestral well,
the well that is the final refuge of women
who dive to their own shameful death.
I have to throw in a fishing hook, and pull out
my pen, a brand new pen
with my hands alone.
For further information:
She is a member of Women’s WORLD (India), a
national network of over 200 women writers
dealing with censorship.
info@wwword.org
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Sri Lanka

Women  Development  Bank  Federation  （WDBF）  
New  Project  in  Sri  Lanka  
Many low income women in the urban
settlements of Sri	
  Lanka join the groups of the
Women Development Bank Federation (WDBF）
discussing their problems and economic needs. They
can get emergency loans of 50 or 100 Rupees (100
rupees LKR=1 US$) and repay them. By doing this
the habit of saving and loan discipline has developed
among them.
WDBF developed a program and a process to
increase the living standard of the urban poor women.
The program started in the urban and rural areas and in
1998 became the national program of the WDBF.
With the tsunami of the year 2004 WDBF
supported the disaster rehabilitation efforts in affected
communities. WDBF began the construction of 50
permanent houses for the affected community of the
coastal areas of Moratuwa City, with the support of the
Moratuwa Municipal Council (MC) and in the portion
of land handed over by the MC.

UN HABITAT – Slum Upgrading
Facility （SUF）
WDBF was selected to implement the SUF pilot
project of the UN-Habitat in the City of Moratuwa to
upgrade and redevelop other settlements which were
not affected by the tsunami.
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The partnership of SDI, Ministry of Urban
Development, Moratuwa MC, and Janarukula, WDBF
and the community initiated to tackle the housing
problem of urban poor in the city.
The first phase of this project was started at the
Usaviwatta settlement in the Moratuwa MC area. There
are 50 houses in the settlement. The land has been
obtained from the Moratuwa MC. The loan facilities
for the community for the construction of 50 houses
had been arranged from the commercial banks through
the WDBF.
April 1st 2008 is a memorable day for the
WDBF. The concrete slab for the 1st story of the 4
storied building was completed on this day. This 4
story housing scheme is being operated by the WDBF
and the labor contribution was given by the WDBF on
the voluntary basis.
For further information
Upali Sumithre
President JANARUKULA
Galtotamulla, Yakkala, Sri Lanka
wdbf@sltnet.lk
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United States of America

Homeless  People  Count  -  
A  Report  on  the  Manhattan  Vacant  Property  Count  
Vacant properties can completely eradicate
homelessness in New York City.
In 2006, the homeless surveyed Manhattan to
quantify the volume of vacant properties going to
waste in the middle of the worst housing crisis the city
has ever seen.
The total volume of empty housing units in
abandoned buildings exceeds the number of homeless
households in shelters and on the streets! 24,000
potential apartments can be developed out of all those
properties going to waste. As of April 17, 2007, there
were 16,000 homeless households living in shelters about 9,000 families and 7,000 single adults. The
unsheltered homeless on the streets is probably more
than 7,000 but there are still enough potential
apartments in Manhattan to house every homeless
persons in the shelters and on our streets.
For further information:
http://www.picturethehomeless.org/count

Philippines
In  memory  

  
Miguel  Gamalo  
1960  -  2008  
Dear Friends,
Miguel Gamalo, our driver, peacefully died in his
sleep at around eleven in the evening of Saturday, July
12, 2008.
Death is always painful. But especially when it is
so sudden and seemingly without any premonition. At
least with Luis and Fredo, they suffered a long and
lingering illness. Miguel’s recent medical check up
gave him a clean bill of health. We are so unprepared.
Much more unprepared is his family. Of course we ask,
why must this be so?
We cannot remember how Miguel got to work
with us. It is even hard for us to remember when he
7
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started working with us. But he worked with us for a
long time. I will always remember him as always
joyful, always joking, and extremely devoted to
Pagtambayayong and his family.
We go back to the original question – why must
Miguel’s death be so sudden? We can even ask why
must there be death in the first place. If God is so
loving, why must there be so much sorrow and
suffering? Why cannot Our Father’s heaven be here on
this earth so that Miguel can continue being with us
and his family? These questions are for philosophers
and theologians.

On our part we know that there is death. Whether
we like it or not, life is not forever. There is but a
limited time for us to do what we must do. And for
whatever we have done or failed to do, judgment day
will come. Perhaps sooner, perhaps later, we do not
know.
Miguel was a good man. He did what he had to
do, with much happiness and devotion. He fought a
good fight. He has kept the faith. God who is always
good must have already bestowed on Miguel the crown
of His everlasting glory.
- Board and Staff of Pagtambayayong

“If a man hasn’t discovered something
that he will die for, he isn’t fit to live.”
-   Martin Luther King, Jr.
Important Notice:
Fr.  Anzorena’s  Selavip  Newsletter    
is  now  available    
in  the  following  website:  

  
www.anzorenaselavip.net    
  
  
  
Likewise  available  are    
  
Digital  copies  of  the  previous  newsletters  and  the  book  
“Housing  the  Poor  in  the  New  Millennium”  
and      
Limited  hardcopies  of  the  October  2008  and  the  
previous  issues.  
  
Please  address  request  to  

pagtambayayong@yahoo.com  
  
Cost  of  mailing  and  printing  is  according  to  the  reader’s  
affordability  and  need.
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THEMES  
October  2008  
E.J.  Anzorena,  SJ  

Urban  Land  Policy  in  Asia  from  a  Cultural  
Perspective    
By Professor William SW Lim

Land is a vital resource of society. It is the basis
of human sustainability. It provides the space upon
which essentials such as food can be cultivated and
shelter built. Historically, the ownership, control and
possession of land had been an instrument of
domination and empowerment. The right to collect
revenues from land must be one of the foundations of
a state’s legitimacy. According to Worldwatch, Asia
and Africa are set to double their urban populations
to about 3.4 billion by 2030i. With this frenetic pace
of urbanization, scarce urban land needs to be
allocated equitably to ensure availability for the poor
as well as the vulnerable and marginalized groups.

Land Policy
The value of land arises from the investment
and demand of the entire society rather than that of a
particular owner. The rich and powerful particularly
in cities of rapidly developing economies have
amassed great wealth from land appreciation,
increase in the plot ratio and density, and the
conversion of rural land to urban usages. It is often
where political corruption, capitalist development
and international finance intersect. Investment in
urban land is one of the most profitable but
unproductive forms of economic activity. Land
owners are reaping where they have not sown. They
are expropriating for themselves a large gain of
which a substantial portion should rightly be returned
to the society at large. For many property developers,
rising land value is the single most important factor
in profitability. This is unfortunate, as the major
contribution of developers is their ability to construct
projects in response to market demands. It is
important to be aware that notwithstanding the
private ownership of land, development potentials

are regulated and granted only by the authority. Land
policies are therefore powerful tools for achieving a
wide range of political, economic and social
objectives, and should be anchored with ethical
concepts which are beneficial to the whole
community.
In this paper, I wish to analyze land policies in
Asia from the multi-disciplinary perspective of
cultural studies and ethical concepts in order to reorient the governing principles of policy-makers
from profit maximization towards a more equitable
distribution of development benefits for all. I shall
discuss the following issues: — 1) Safeguarding the
Commons; 2) Land and Urban Poor; 3) Rights of
Tenancy; 4) Incremental Values; 5) Space of
Indeterminacy; 6) Land and Spatial Justice.

Safeguarding the Commons
Land and property are instruments that societies
design to advance particular ends. Today, two
categories of property dominate the public
conceptualization: public and private. This follows
from the current ideological perception that offers
the public and private ‘sectors’ as the only options
from which to choose. While privatization is no
guarantee against mismanagement or abuse,
government controls, though workable in some
instances, have often been shown to be inflexible and
badly managed. We need to seriously examine a
third kind of property — common property which is
neither public nor private in the usual sense. What
have been known as the commons are aspects of life
that have been accepted since time immemorial in
traditional communities as a collective heritage and
cultural spaces, existing for everyone to share.
Historically, it has served well for organizing the use
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of natural resources of many kinds and for defining
the rights and responsibilities of people regarding
these. Some things are common by their very nature
— primarily air, sky, wildlife, and waters as well as
coast-lines, navigable waters and many other things
as well. People alive today must act collectively and
responsibly as trustees to safeguard the earth’s
natural assets, and hand it over undiminished to those
who come after them.
In the context of cities, the commons include a
wide range of sites of varied usages – from parks,
gardens, parade grounds, public squares, cemeteries,
communal meeting places, nature reserves and water
elements such as beaches and canals, to national and
religious monuments and archaeological sites. I
wish to give three examples in the Asian region: —
1) Botanical Garden (Singapore)ii. It started out as a
colonial project – a botanical research station. Since
independence, the garden has been progressively
enriched by sensitive landscaping and careful
selections of plants and flora. It is now a favourite
place, much used sanctuary for research, leisure and
exercise as well as a tourist attraction; 2) The Bund
(Shanghai)iii. As a public space, China’s famous
waterfront promenade, the Bund in Shanghai is
conducive to various spontaneous activities for local
people of all age groups, ranging from dancing,
taichi practice, morning and evening strolls to just
people watching. 3) Cheonggyecheon (Seoul)iv. It is
a major restoration project that demolished the
5.84km highway at the centre of Seoul. This 6km
long stream is beautifully landscaped and brings a
qualitative improvement and revitalization of the
downtown area.
The commons must be safeguarded and
protected for future generations. Governments have
both legal and moral obligations to maintain these
assets and to add whenever possible new sites for the
benefit of the public at large. Nation-states and nongovernment organizations (NGOs) need to act
responsibly as trustees of common rights and
services for the whole community and should not
therefore privatize them for profit. It is a dangerous
departure when water and communal land are
privatized and when education, healthcare and social
security are increasingly operated on capitalistic
concepts of profit maximization.

Land and Urban Poor
The history of colonialism down to the present
age of global capitalism is a history of exploitation
by the rich and powerful through extensive land
grabbing. Age-old territories occupied by local
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communities are often forcibly taken for the
production of commercialized crops such as tea,
sugar, banana and cotton. In many Asian countries,
urban land ownership is highly concentrated.
Indeed, nearly half of Manila is owned by a handful
of familiesv. In Mumbai, an estimated three quarters
of urban space is owned by 6% of urban households
and just 91 persons control the majority of all vacant
landvi. It is in this context that we should understand
the desperate flight of millions living in huge slums
and squatters settlements in major cities in the
emerging economies everywhere.
Furthermore,
rapid economic growth of these economies has
greatly accelerated the pace of rural migration to the
major urban centres. This has resulted in extensive
new illegal shantytown-like squatter settlements. In
the meantime, the pressure of urban expansion has
forcibly evicted millions of farmers, slum-tenants
and squatters often with no or little compensation. As
slums and traditional properties in urban centres are
now already grossly overcrowded, and squattable
land everywhere are disappearing, the urban poor
particularly the new rural migrants are becoming
‘nomads’ existing in a perpetual state of relocation
and uncertainty.
Hong Kong and Singapore are two exceptions
in emerging economies, where for decades, the
majority live in public housing of improving
standards and supporting facilities. Both started their
massive affordable housing programs in the 1970s
even when their economies were much poorer and
with minimum government subsidies and nominal
land-cost. It is important to realize that both are citystates and can regulate the rate of migrants and
foreign workers. The single most important policydecision is for both governments to make available
substantial quantum of suitable land at affordable
cost with the provisions of basic urban infrastructure.
For cities in many developing economies,
financial resources are limited and providing largescale public housing is likely to be difficult
especially with massive rural migration. However,
land for the urban poor and lower income citizens
must still be provided. It is the responsibility of
governments and should form an integral part of the
social contract with the community at large. In many
less developed countries, slums and squatters often
exceed 40% of the urban population. We must
recognize that the urban poor and rural migrants are
not the enemy. We need to listen to them carefully.
They must be treated as full partners in order for
them to effectively contribute to the vibrant, creative
energies of the increasingly complex urban life. In
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many older settlements, such as Dharavi in Mumbai
(India), the slum occupants perform a network of
services for the essential functioning of the larger
community.vi.

Rights of Tenancy
In the last few decades, millions of Asians in
long-established farming communities have lost their
land. In many Asian cities, urban residents living in
old properties and squatter settlements have not
stayed immune to land seizures. In the name of
modernization and urban expansion, millions without
the necessary legal protection particularly in China
and India, are forcibly displaced with little or no
compensation. These actions have frequently
resulted in riotous demonstrations and have caused
unimaginable sufferings, serious instability and
disastrous social consequences. In China, there are
now tens of thousands of public protest action arising
from forced evictions every year.vii Given this
situation, the concept of the right of tenancy must be
urgently introduced and safeguarded by law. (This
concept is not new. Owing to acute shortage of
accommodation, rent-control to prevent the evictions
of tenants was introduced and widely applied in
many countries soon after WWII). Millions of
occupants must be assured of their tenancy as this
gives them a sense of security and permanence.
Furthermore, this will prevent summary evictions
without due process of law and adequate
compensation.
Land ownership is not needed and is possibly
even undesirable, as it can lead to abuse, such as
subsequent sales of ownership right to others. Land
should not be sold, but leased for a limited period not
exceeding 99 years. The land can be leased for even
shorter periods with further extension possibility.
This method of privatizing land will substantially
lower the initial capital cost, and will also generate
future income for the authority. However, it is
important that governments must maintain ownership
over time in order to allow for flexibility in
unforeseeable future changes.

Incremental Values
The survival and economic prosperity of both
Hong Kong and Singapore have created the
essentiality for innovative new ideas to generate
revenue in meeting the complex challenges to the
unprecedented pace of economic development and
rapidly changes in the Asian region today. Both
governments have, from very early on, already
identified land as a vital resource and have been most

successful in effectively implementing many policyinstruments to generate substantial income from land
and property. In this regard, Singapore’s success
deserves mention. However, the policy instruments
in Singapore should not be blindly followed, as each
city must develop its own implementable strategy.
Sales of Sitesviii
Since 1967, Singapore has started to sell land
annually by open competitive tenders for private
development usually on a 99 years lease.
Development conditions and planning guidelines as
well as usages and intensity of development are
clearly stated. Awards are usually given to highest
bidders, though perceived good design quality and
track-records of tenderers are sometimes important
factors for prestigious sites.
Stamp-dutyix
This is a surcharge or fee payable to the
authority when ownership of land and property are
transferred. The rate varies from 1% to 2%
depending on the sum involved. The revenue is
substantial, but fluctuates greatly in response to
market conditions. Furthermore, this surcharge is
necessary especially during boom time in order to
discourage excessive speculations.
Property taxx
This instrument has for a long time been widely
used in many countries. In Singapore, property tax
rates have been moderated over the years and are
now low enough to attract many investors from both
individuals and corporations. Substantial concession
rates are also given to owner-occupied residences.
Development chargesxi
This is an increment tax for the State to claim
the benefits from the increase values of land arising
from the results of changes in usages and
development intensity.
Change of use from
agricultural land and green fields to urban usages
will immediately provide a tremendous windfall in
the market value of the land. This is clearly a serious
loophole for major corrupt practices in many
developing economies. It is therefore essential that
the State must capture a substantial share of the
economic benefits from this land conversion. To a
lesser extent, this applies equally to changing from a
lesser to higher value usage as well as to increasing
in permissible density or plot ratio of the land. In
Singapore, development charges are strictly enforced
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and are updated regularly in response to movement
of market prices.

Space of Indeterminacyxii
When properties are no longer considered
economically viable or when they become
dilapidated, they are inevitably subjected to
demolition and reconstruction. However, these
spaces are often unique and chaotic. They are rugged
in nature and are able to withstand abrupt usage
changes, fragmented design expressions and
uncompromisingly irrational spatial arrangements.
This random, impulsive, self-regulated environment
continuously adds chaos to chaos in the most
surprising and exciting manner. They provide
alternative lifestyles and natural resistance against
global forces of universal conformity. Common traits
may exist, but these spaces are also unique and
reflective of local culture.
Spaces of indeterminacy are people-oriented
and borderless. Irrespective of class, racial, gender or
occupational differences, users can identify with, and
even take psychological possession of, these spaces
without the need for legal ownership. They are
pluralistic and exhibit a high degree of tolerance of
differences and chaotic complexities. They may exist
as substantial areas or as in-between spaces —
cracks and gaps created by new urban projects and
major infrastructural development, such as disused
land under highways. These spaces often offer a
potential live-theatre environment in which to
demonstrate, experiment and promote contemporary
and cutting-edge intellectual, artistic, cultural and
sociological discourses.
I wish to give two examples: — 1) Little India
along Serangoon Road and Geylang in Singapore. In
spite of large-scale modernist interventions
throughout the country, they have retained their
distinctive local cultures and lifestyles.
2)
Sukhumvit Skytrain junction in Bangkok.xiii Spaces
under the junction are jam-packed with chaotic
activities and informal trades. Eateries and pubs
together with cobblers and vendors, occupy available
spaces between and beneath major structures.
Though a certain degree of demolition,
particularly of older areas in central locations of
major cities, is undoubtedly unavoidable, spaces of
indeterminacy should continue to expand with the
addition of older buildings and outdated residential
areas. Unfortunately, most city authorities do not
realize that when these older areas are spared from
destruction and are liberated from existing regulation
and control, they have the potential to turn into
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exciting spaces of indeterminacy. They can become
affordable and alternative spaces in which to
establish vibrant grass-roots communities and
dynamic, creative and unpredictable art communities
that amplify the creative vibrancy of urban areas.
These spaces meet the evolving demands of the
explosive expansion in Asian cities, particularly
demands from the younger generation for new
locations with distinct identities and for greater
creative expression. Spaces of indeterminacy are the
sustaining dynamic engines of cities. They help to
mediate and resist the hegemonic pressures of
capitalist globalization and modernist planning.
They add a new dimension to the vibrant and
participatory spatial environment.

Land and Spatial Justice
Historically, the rich and powerful have always
created spatial arrangements most favourable for
themselves. The more affluent classes are located in
secluded residential enclaves and provided with high
end shopping centres and other complimentary
facilities, while increasingly insulating themselves
from their poorer and less fortunate fellow citizens.
On the other hand, the poor in many less developed
Asian cities are crowded in environmentally
degraded areas and are denied even basic
infrastructure and services.
The effective
implementation of urban spatial justice is clearly a
difficult task, as it is necessary to re-examine and
challenge many long-established elitist-oriented
planning theories and practices.
In my opinion, we should start by evaluating a
few obvious examples of local specificity with
universal relevance, particularly with regard to
affordability, accessibility and suitability. Can we
overcome the destructive addiction to private carownership on the quality of urban life and provide
adequate affordable public transportation for
everyone? How long should work-home travel be,
before it has serious adverse impact on the quality of
life, by depleting the time for relaxing, thinking and
being with friends and families? Why are there so
many golf courses even in land-scarce Singapore and
many cities in densely populated developing
economies, and should these lands be allocated for
parks and playgrounds to meet the escalating demand
of the community? Will areas of mixed usage with
residents from various income groups, races and
religions be considered more desirable and exciting
than uni-usage, fortress-like settlements? Will
museums, theatres and art performances always only
be targeted at and affordable to the elites, or can
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more sites and facilities be provided for
performances of popular culture and festivals at
affordable prices for everyone?
I have been asked recently whether pockets of
farm land should be preserved in metropolitan region
of Ho Chi Minh. My answer is firmly positive.
Urban farming can provide fresher vegetables for
urban consumers at more economic cost as expensive
transport from afar can be avoided.
Finally, let me briefly comment on a current
issue. The recent dramatic price increase in grain and
other agricultural products is an urgent wake-up call,
particularly for China, India and other densely
populated developing countries. Notwithstanding the
demand of explosive urbanization, agricultural land
must be preserved and should not be freely converted
for urban usages. Low density car-oriented suburban
development should be minimized or even avoided
altogether. Many master plans should be drastically
revised, as uncontrolled urban expansion must be
strictly curtailed.

Conclusion
With
the
explosion
of
informationcommunications technology (ICT), the world is now
unavoidably interconnected. Global issues such as
climate change and sustainability, as well as poverty,
diseases and provision of basic needs affect
everyone. To meet these challenges, we urgently
need ecological and transnational justice, fair trade
and sustainable globalization. However, there is a
great poverty of vision in tackling the multidimensional complexity of current critical issues.
The ethical instruments attempt to introduce
alternative viable development solutions that would
regulate rampant capitalism where ethics and
happiness of citizens are often abandoned and put
aside. The efficient applications of urban land policy
are therefore essential criteria. New ideas and
strategies as well as alternative solutions are urgently
needed. To champion global justice within the
ecological sustainability perspective means to
redefine the strategy of development and the
objective of wealth creation through a fundamental
re-orientation on the global level towards social
justice and enrichment in the quality of life for
everyone.
For further information
Professor William Lim
wswlim.research@gmail.com  
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Slow  the  Dance  
It is said that this poem was written by a terminally ill
young girl in a New York Hospital.

Have you ever watched kids
On a merry-go-round?
Or listened to the rain
Slapping on the ground?
Ever followed a butterfly's erratic flight?
Or gazed at the sun into the fading night?
You better slow down.
Don't dance so fast.
Time is short.
The music won't last.
Do you run through each day
On the fly?
When you ask How are you?
Do you hear the reply?

Ever told your child,
We'll do it tomorrow?
And in your haste,
Not see his sorrow?
Ever lost touch,
Let a good friendship die
Cause you never had time
To call and say,"hi"
You'd better slow down.
Don't dance so fast.
Time is short.
The music won't last.
When you run so fast to get somewhere
You miss half the fun of getting there.

When the day is done
Do you lie in your bed
With the next hundred chores
Running through your head?

When you worry and hurry through your day,
It is like an unopened gift....
Thrown away.

You'd better slow down
Don't dance so fast.
Time is short.
The music won't last.

Life is not a race.
Do take it slower
Hear the music
Before the song is over.

This little girl has 6 months left to live, and as her dying wish,
she wanted to send a letter telling everyone to live
their life to the fullest, since she never will.
she'll never make it to the prom, graduate from high
school, or get married and have a family of her own.
.
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People  Power  in  the  Philippines  
By Benjamin Bagadion, Jr.
Department of Sociology, Cornell University
This paper documents five instances of effective nonviolent resistance, or people’s power, which took place in
various parts of the Philippines during the 1970’s. It also discusses the factors that contributed to the success
of these mobilizations and confrontations, and asserts that even before the 1986 February Revolution,
Filipinos could liberate themselves from the most oppressive conditions if they had the courage to unite, the
determination to act, and the perseverance to struggle together.
Reprinted from The Philippine Sociological Review, vol, 34, no. 1-4
The author wrote this paper circa 1986 while still a doctoral student at Cornell University. He participated
directly and indirectly in events described in this paper as a field officer of the Philippine Ecumenical Council
for Community Organization (PECCO), a group committed to the building of people power in the Philippines.
The author was a community organizer in Tondo, headed an organizing team in Bicol and later served as a
national consultant to groups operating in Luzon, the Visayas and Mindanao. He is now a faculty member of
the Asian Institute of Management. He is also a pro bono consultant to many groups promoting people power.
People power is based on the concept that ordinary
success of these undertakings. More specifically, the
people can stand up and fight the forces of
second part will discuss the roles and contributions
oppression by organizing themselves and relying on
of different players in making these mobilizations
their unity and numerical superiority. Power grows
popular, effective, militant and non-violent in
out of people’s organizations, and not solely out of a
character.
  
gun.
People  Power  in  the  1970s:    
This paper is an initial attempt to document the
Selected  Cases  
tradition of people power in the Philippines. It
discusses some of the mobilizations undertaken by
  
ordinary people against the powerful government of
In the early seventies, the Philippines witnessed
Ferdinand Marcos in the decade of the 1970’s. These
a wave of protests and demonstrations against the
mobilizations and confrontations, many of which
mounting injustices in the land. These injustices
took place under martial law conditions, were
were perceived to be rooted in the social structure
effective, militant and non-violent in character.
that perpetuated the control of economic and political
While these instances, arbitrarily chosen for this
resources in the hands of a few. On 21 September
paper, do not exhaust all the cases of non-violent
1972, then President Ferdinand Marcos declared
resistance in the 1970’s they show that the
people power was alive in different parts of
The  experiences  of  the  people  validated  the  axiom  
the country before the 1986 February
that  the  power  of  the  poor  was  in  their  numbers.  The  
powerful  and  the  rich  had  the  “guns,  goon  and  gold”  
Revolution in Manila.
to  protect  their  interest  and  further  their  ambitions  but  
The paper consists of two parts. The
the  poor,  if  united,  could  count  on  their  numbers  for  
first describes some of these effective,
their  defense.  After  all,  the  poor  constituted  the  
militant and non-violent confrontations that
overwhelming  majority  in  the  Philippines.  
took place in the 1970s; the second
discusses the factors that contributed to the
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martial law and arrested all leaders of progressive
organizations. Rallies, protest, demonstrations, mass
actions and mobilizations were banned by
presidential fiat.
After the declaration of martial law, there was a
concerted effort to beautify Metro Manila by forcibly
relocation “squatters” to the distant fringes of the
city. In the Tondo district the government wanted to
lease the Foreshore area to international firms in
anticipation of a plan to build an international port in
the Southern end of the Foreshore area. Tondo
Foreshore land, a narrow strip of landfill estimated to
be 110-120 hectares, was populated by 40,000
people, reported to be the biggest squatter colony in
Southeast Asia.

Zone One Tondo Organization
On 17 November 1972, an estimated ten
thousand members of the urban poor people’s
organization (ZOTO)1 marched to the presidential
palace, Malacanang, in defiance of the ban on
marches and demonstrations. Their action was
provoked by attempts of government personnel
backed by a platoon of marines to demolish their
homes. This was the first mass action that occurred
after the declaration of martial law.
The march sent the military on red alert.
Hundreds of troops were rushed to Malacanang and
several hundreds more were positioned in strategic
places in the city to prevent marchers from
advancing. The people were ordered to stop and
disperse by Gen. Prospero Olivas, METROCOM
(Metropolitan Command) commander. The people
stopped, unable to move past the phalanx of heavily
armed troops, but refused to disperse. This caused a
big traffic jam in the city. On orders from Mr.
Marcos, the leaders of the marchers were brought to
Malacanang. The People refused to disperse until
their leaders were safely home from the presidential
palace.
Mr. Marcos ordered a halt to the demolitions in
Tondo Foreshore. An observer of the negotiations
between the President and the leaders of the urban
poor people’s organization noted:
... at Malacanang , they (the leaders) parried the
President’s jabs with grace and humor, upheld
their people’s right to land and livelihood, won
their major demands including a stop to
demolitions until a relocation site was ready,
pinned the president to a written pledge, and on
the whole carried the 45-minute discussion with
aplomb and dignity of people who knew their
worth
16  

  

… four years of smaller confrontations and
negotiations had made these “squatters” fitting
adversary to the ruler of the land. As a news
report put it, the most important achievement
was the establishment of the legality, power,
credibility, daring and leadership of ZOTO
without a show or threat of violence
(underscoring mine).2
Prior to the confrontation of Mr. Marcos, ZOTO
was engaged in other mobilizations. One such action
engaged in by ZOTO was the occupation of an
unused government compound in Parola, Tondo. On
29 March 1987, hundreds of Tondo residents rose at
the break of dawn and invaded the unused land. The
invasion took the form of a procession. After the
singing and the praying, people built their humble
shacks. A Roman Catholic priest, a Protestant
minister and an Aglipayan priest then proceeded to
bless the houses. The new village was named after
Andres Bonifacio, the revolutionary worker leader
from Tondo who started the revolt against Spanish
colonialism in 1896.
ZOTO also took on the World Bank. Because of
ZOTO’s growing prestige and power, World Bank
officials negotiated with Tondo’s leaders regarding
the funding of the construction of the international
port and improvement of Tondo Foreshore area.
Sometime in February 1974, World Bank officials,
meeting with the leaders in a small Roman Catholic
Chapel in Tondo4 agreed to an “on-site” development
of the Foreshore area and the establishment of a 450hectare relocation site in an adjacent area. This
agreement spelled the difference between large-scale
demolition with resettlement in far-flung places and
selective demolition with selective resettlement, in a
place near the peoples sources of livelihood.

Barrio Alaska
Alaska is a strip of foreshore land, eleven
hectares in area, along the southern periphery of
Cebu City. People had lived there since the 1940s,
when the area was no more than a clearing. The
population grew over the years. After the declaration
of martial law, an American expatriate showed up in
the area with a title to the land. The people were
ordered to move out.
The people from barrio Alaska defended their
homes from demolition teams and soldiers. Women
and children stood at the frontlines while the men
folk stayed inside the houses. Between September
and October 1973, the people repulsed several
attempts to drive them away from their homes. A
weapon used with devastation effect by the people
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was the “shit bomb.” Human feces were placed in
thin and small plastic bags hurled, and upon contact
with the target, burst open. Needless to say, the
demolition teams and the soldiers retreated in
consternation and disarray.
The courage of the people was not born
overnight. Their leaders recounted how they fought
attempts to eject them from their homes:
Our first activity as an organization was
occupation of the Register of Deeds office on 12
April 1972. Our object was to secure copies of
the titles to the Alaska properties. Because the
request that had been made earlier had failed to
elicit any response, we decided to go en masse.
At around 9:00 a.m., some two hundred of
us, our children tagging along, equipped with
food and drink for a protracted stay, converged
in the Capitol building and entered the Register
o Deeds office. Our main intention was to
prevent the administration of any other business
until the request was granted, and we milled
around the desks, congregated around the
telephones when these rang, and generally made
a lot of noise.
The director first refused to accede to our
request, explaining that the files were locked and
the worker in charge of the key was absent.
Undeterred, we shouted that we had brought
along a crowbar and would open the cabinet
ourselves. The files were then opened.
Our second major activity was the march to the
American consulate. This was preceded by a
letter …complaining about the presence of
armed men in the area… Our demonstration was
set to coincide with the ambassadors’ first
official visit to Cebu City.
….. to press for the final settlement of the
case, we directed our efforts towards the city
The  organizer  played  a  very  active  role  
in  the  mass  actions.  He  persuaded,  
agitated,  suggested,  analyzed,  challenged;;  
the  one  thing  which  he  was  not  permitted  
to  do  was  take  over  the  decision-making  
from  the  people.  The  decision  was  a  matter  
of  principle  and  practicality.  It  was  the  
organizing  credo  that  oppressed  people  
should  make  up  their  own  minds  regarding  
their  own  liberation.  It  was  also  the  
experience  that  decisions  which  were  not  
wholeheartedly  made  by  the  people  ended  
up  to  nothing  as  soon  as  the  organizer  was  
no  longer  around.  

hall. On 10 July, in preparation for sit-in, we
brought along our children as well as mats,
blankets, cooking pots and other utensils to
attend the session at City Hall (to discuss
expropriation of the land.)5

Sabang People’s Community Organization
If the Alaska residents in Cebu City had an
American expatriate for an enemy, the urban poor in
Legaspi City, the major port city in the Bicol region,
had no less than a branch of the military, the
Philippine Coast guard for a nemesis. The residents
of Sabang, composed mostly of stevedores and
fisherman, were being ejected from their domiciles
because the Philippine Coast Guard needed the land
for its regional headquarters. The mayor of Legaspi
City had earlier asked the people to vacate the land.
According to him, he was poweress to defend the
people under martial law conditions where the
military reigned supreme. But in a series of moves
that entailed some political footwork, the Sabang
People’s Community Organization (SAPCO)
stopped the Coast Guard dead on its tracks.6
The mood of the mobilizations was captured by
one of the SAPCO leaders in his report:
...we brought a letter to the Coast Guard office
on May 9, 1975. Most of the stevedores stopped
working and joined us. The Coast Guard officer
who had previously ordered us to vacate the area
was in the office. He was alarmed that there
were so many of us. His face changed and
turned pale. We felt the truth of the saying that
in unity lies the strength of the poor. Our letter
contained the following:
1. We would not leave Sabang unless there was
a relocation site.
2. The relocation site must have roads,
electricity water, playground for our children
and other needed facilities.
3. The relocation site must be near our places of
work.
4. All relocation expenses, including housing,
must be shouldered by them (the Coast Guard or
the government.)
Neither the city government nor the Coast
Guard could comply with the people’s demands.
SAPCO continued to occupy Sabang.

The Manobos of the
Cagayan-Bukidnon Border
Not all of the mass mobilizations occurred in
urban areas. In the mountains somewhere in the
Cagayan-Bukidnon border in Mindanao, the
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Manobos fought a logging
Participation  in  the  mass  mobilizations  and  confrontations  built  
company which had deprived
up  the  people’s  confidence  in  themselves  and  their  ability  to  
them of access to their forests.
control  their  own  destiny.  For  so  long,  the  poor  had  made  to  
The logging company had
believe  that  they  were  dumb,  ignorant  and  incapable  of  effecting  
acquired a logging concession
meaningful  changes  in  their  lives  and  in  their  environment.  The  
from the government and had
success  of  the  mass  actions  erased  the  fear  of  confronting  
prevented this ethnic minority
powerful  authority  figures  and  developed  a  new  sense  of  
meaning  and  power  in  the  lives  of  these  ordinary  people.  This  
group from cutting old trees
process  of  awakening  or  politicalization  where  people  realized  
needed for fuel and home
that  in  the  act  of  transforming  the  world,  they  were  transforming  
repairs.
The
Manobos
themselves,  led  to  the  further  strengthening  and  consolidation  of  
responded to this curtailment
the  people’s  organizations.  
by blocking the only bridge
  
that led out of the mountains
should government personnel persist in their work,
with a felled tree. Twenty trucks loaded with logs
the warriors could easily enter the campsites at night
were trapped. Behind the felled tree, the Manobos,
and slit the former’s throats.12
armed with spear and arrows, stood guard. One
A variation of this tactic was to let the women
driver was allowed to exit and go on foot to bring
advance semi-nude towards the ‘enemy’. When their
back the manager who needless to say, agreed to lift
enemy ran, the men took the equipment and carried
the ban in exchange for the 20 trucks.8
these down from the mountains to the constabulary
barracks. When the enemy persisted, the women
Chico River Project
engage them in wrestling.
A more dramatic confrontation occurred in the
The NPC did not take this lying own. Survey
mountain province of Northern Luzon. The fierce
teams returned, this time accompanied by military
Bontoc and Kalinga tribes fought and stopped the
escorts. An organizer recounted these developments:
Marcos regime and the World Bank from
…It (the NPC) did not look like a paper tiger
constructing a hydro electric dam that would have
anymore. It was a real tiger, talked like one and
resulted in the flooding and destruction of their
acted like one. No less than the NORESCOM
ancestral lands. One author made the observation
Commander, Brig. Gen. Tranquilino Paranis,
that this resistance was one of the very few
appeared on the scene to inform the people that
successful ones in the third world against the World
9
the survey for the Pasil and Chico rivers would
Bank.
push through whether the people like it or not.
The Chico River Project was undertaken by the
Here, the General addressed the people in a
Philippine government through the National Power
manner befitting a typical military officer
Corporation (NPC) with the collaboration of the
ordering his subordinates. The General seemed
Lorhmeyer International, a West German consulting
to have forgotten the fact that he had civilian
firm. The project was supposed to dam the Chico
audiences … the General … remarked: If you do
river for purposes of generating electricity for
not reform yourselves, I will reform you.
national development and saving the country from
Besides, who are you to oppose the President’s
the energy crisis. The project would submerge and
wish? In response, the people shot back: when
wipe out sixteen (16) Kalinga and three (3) Bontoc
10
we want to conduct business with the master of
barrios with a population of 8,000 people.
the house, we do not deal with him through his
One of the strategies adopted to halt the dam
servant. Since then, the General never called for
project was to prevent government engineers from
a meeting. And he did not appear either when
making surveys of the proposed dam locations.
the people called for one.13
Markers that were laid on the ground were removed
The situation reached extreme polarization. The
as fast as they were placed. The engineers were
government,
which had already spent millions to
tailed by warriors carrying wicked looking spears,
11
start
the
project
was determined to push through
enough to create fear among surveyors.
while
the
peole,
fighting for the survival of their
Engineering equipment in campsites were
culture
and
their
future,
were determined to the last
silently taken away by these ethnic warriors in the
man
to
put
their
spears
against
the enemies armalites.
dead of the night and returned quietly at the barracks
After
a
protracted
struggle
of
mobilizations and
of the Philippine Constabulary, several miles away.
nerves,
a
battle
that
attracted
international
attention
This action was meant to convey the message that
and support for the Bontoc and Kalinga peoples, the
18  
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them and take them together with
their leaders who were being
arrested. In Legaspi City, people sat
down and blocked the path of the
military jeep ferrying an arrested
leader of the people’s organizations.
People’s participation and vigilance
made the military more cautious in
handling
situations
involving
organized actions.
The experiences of the people
validated the axiom that the power of the poor was in
their numbers. The powerful and the rich had the
“guns, goon and gold” to protect their interest and
further their ambitions but the poor, if united, could
count on their numbers for their defense. After all,
the poor constituted the overwhelming majority in
the Philippines.15 As the Tondo leaders aptly put
it:”Nasa pagkakaisa ang lakas, nasa pakikibaka ang
tagumpay.” (“In unity we find strength, through
struggle we shall achieve victory.”)
Participation in the mass mobilizations and
confrontations built up the people’s confidence in
themselves and their ability to control their own
destiny. For so long, the poor had been made to
believe that they were dumb, ignorant and incapable
of effecting meaningful changes in their lives and in
their environment. The success of the mass actions
erased the fear of confronting powerful authority
figures and developed a new sense of meaning and
power in the lives of these ordinary people. This
process of awakening or politicalization where
people realized that in the act of transforming the
world, they were transforming themselves, led to the
further strengthening and consolidation of the
people’s organizations.

An  instance  where  women  and  children  played  major  roles  
was  the  fight  of  the  Alaska  residents  with  a  city  government  
agency.  The  latter  had  refused  to  install  running  water  
facilities  in  Alaska  on  the  grounds  that  the  people  were  
squatters.  Whereupon,  the  women  and  children  mobilized  
and  brought  their  laundry  for  washing  in  the  lavatories  of  the  
agency  office.  The  military  was  called  in.  The  officer-in-
charge  said  in  dismay  that  they  could  not  arrest  the  people  
since  there  was  no  law  against  doing  their  laundry.  

  
Marcos regime and the Word Bank suspended
operations in 1978 and placed a ten-year moratorium
on the project. This provided a graceful exit for the
government and the Bank. It was a victory for the
people.

People  Power  Success  Factors  
  
This section discusses the factors that
contributed to the success and effectivity of the nonviolent mass actions undertaken in the decade of the
seventies. More specifically, it will discuss the role
and contributions of the people, the organizers and
Church persons in making these mobilizations and
confrontations effective and non-violent.

People’s Participation
Numbers were a key factor in the success of the
mobilizations. Hundreds of determined people
crowding offices, marching in the streets, or forcing
their tormentors in the negotiation table forced
government authorities, who were equally
determined to keep the façade of law and order
intact, to act on the problems at hand. Numbers
generated the physical and psychological pressure on
the target system.
Moreover, there was a popular character to the
mass actions. Men, women and children participated
in varying degrees in the planning and
implementation of strategies. The women in
particular played critical roles. They stood in the
frontline facing soldiers. Children contributed by
joining mobilizations and by crying or making noises
at the appropriate moments.14
Numbers, too, made a difference when the
military tried to muzzle the people’s organizations
through arrests, incarceration or intimidations. There
were just not enough facilities to jail every Tom,
Dick or Harry who joined and participated in the
mass actions. Soldiers could not fire on hapless and
defenseless women and children in the barricades. In
one instance in Cebu City, people stormed and
clambered up army trucks begging soldiers to arrest

The Organizer Factor
The presence of trained organizers who assisted
the people in planning and implementing non-violent
struggles was another key factor in the success and
effectiveness of the mass actions. The organizers
helped build the peoples capability to diagnose
problems and formulate strategic and tactical
solutions, to confront and negotiate with their
oppressors who were often times government
authorities, to mobilize resources to back up plans, to
evaluate their actions in order to learn from their
strengths and weaknesses, and to understand how
their problems are related to the bigger national
issues of the day.
The organizer taught about organization and
mobilization as people organized and mobilized. The
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actual confrontations and conflict situations were the
classrooms and laboratory settings. The organizer
taught people, in Socratic fashion, how to handle
effective and systematic meetings on the job. Prior to
mobilizations, intensive role playing sessions were
held to rehearse the spokespersons of the issues at
stake. After mobilizations, reflection sessions were
held to glean lessons and insights from experiences;
lessons regarding strengthening of organizational
skills and insights related to the political forces that
affected or impede the attainment of organization
objectives.16
The organizers were not the leaders of the
organizations: they did not occupy elective positions;
they did not speak for or negotiate on behalf of, or
represent the people. They were more like
technocrats and facilitators, helping the leaders and
people craft and fine tune their organization to
engage their enemies effectively.
The organizer played a very active role in the
mass actions. He persuaded, agitated, suggested,
analyzed, challenged; the one thing which he was not
permitted to do was take over the decision-making
from the people. The decision was a matter of
principle and practicality. It was the organizing credo
that oppressed people should make up their own
minds regarding their own liberation. It was also the
experience that decisions which were not
wholeheartedly made by the people ended up to
nothing as soon as the organizer was not around to
check the implementation.

Tactics
One of the key functions of the organizer was to
assist the people in developing effective non-violent
tactics to win their battles. In the real world of power
politics, no battles were won, no concessions were
given or taken without some form of pressure tactics.
The objective of the tactics employed was to
pressure, neutralize, or disorganize the “enemy” into
negotiating or capitulating.
Tactics that worked were those that fell outside
the experience of the enemy but were within the
experience of the people. The “shit bombs” used in
Cebu City were very effective in repulsing
demolition teams and soldiers without loss of human
lives. Had the people resorted to Molotov bombs, an
advice given by student radicals, the military would
have coped with this in a trained and systematic
fashion, violence being within the experience of the
enemy. By not fighting the “enemy” according to his
book of rules, the people went outside his experience
and disorganized him. Furthermore, buying gasoline
20  

  

for enough Molotov bombs was simply beyond the
reach of the poor. On the other hand, because of poor
sewerage conditions, a typical situation in the slums
of Third World countries, human waste was not in
short supply.
The art of devising tactics entailed avoiding
violence while simultaneously maintaining militant
pressure on an “enemy” prone to violence. In lining
up women and children instead of men to face
soldiers in barricades, the concern was to avoid a
potentially bloody confrontation between angry
workers and nervous soldiers.
Tactics were designed within the context of a
strategy aimed at hitting the pocket, image or both of
the enemy. Blocking a bridge to stop 20 logging
trucks meant a loss of millions of pesos to the
logging firm if the logs missed a ship bound for
Japan. The manager was forced to negotiate and
capitulate to a group of ethnic minorities wearing gstrings. He could have requested the military to
intervene but he was wise. He knew that the military
would not always be around to protect his trucks. In
this case, his trucks would be vulnerable to sabotage
at any point in the long stretch of mountain roads.
Like a good manager, he knew the bottom line.
Fighting ejections or hydroelectric dams meant
poking holes at an image which the government had
painstakingly created of itself internationally and
nationally; that of a new and compassionate society,
or that of a smiling martial law regime. The
confrontations were meant to let the “enemy” live up
to his own book of rules and pronouncements.
One example of a tactic employed to let the
“enemy” live up to his image took place in Legaspi
City. The Sabang residents, upon learning that the
Papal Nuncio was in town, went en masse to a
reception held in his honor and asked him to hand
carry their letter to the Pope. The people also
requested all the priests present to read their letter
during Sunday masses. The letter contained a
proclamation of ‘the peoples’ allegiance to Rome’, a
description of the plight of the Pope’s spiritual
children in Sabang, an indirect denunciation of the
mayor for his inability to help his constituents, and
an appeal for papal intervention.
The letter angered the mayor. His image and his
honor as a good catholic was at stake in the eyes of
official Christendom. He countered with an open
letter to the people explaining his program of
assistance for the poor and the needy. A copy of the
letter was sent to the Pope in Vatican.
The objective of hitting the mayor publicly was
to paralyze him from ordering the city’s engineering
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department to send demolition teams to Sabang. The
Coast Guard needed the land for its headquarters but
it only had boats and neither personnel nor
equipment for clearing Sabang of the “squatters”. If
the mayor had to prove himself a good Catholic in
the eyes of the public and the Church, he had to
negotiate and take into consideration the
“reasonable” demands of the Sabang residents.17
With the mayor on the defensive, the people
mobilized. In a dramatic confrontation that occurred
on June 26, 1975, the people succeeded in obtaining
a written pledge from the mayor that he would desist
from ordering the demolition of their homes in
Sabang.
A different approach was used in the Chico
River case. The initial organizing strategy adopted to
halt the construction of the hydroelectric dam was to
project publicly the threat of another Mindanao: the
Igorot people, like their Moslem counterparts in
Mindanao, said that they would not hesitate to wage
a war of attrition to defend their ancestral lands. The
organizer noted:
This (the threat) sounded like warmongering
punishable by a presidential decree. At a time of
martial law, this was like walking a tightrope.
But it was the only available course of action,
short of violence, to gain ground in a losing
battle. Besides, the people threat was a reality. It
would have been a disservice to one’s country if
the impending reality of ‘another Mindanao’
was not truthfully communicated to the
government.18
To bring home this deadly reality to the
government, a conference was organized in Manila
attended by 140 tribal elders. The place for the
conference had to be carefully chosen. For maximum
effect, Manila was chosen because it was within the
hearing and seeing distance of the “enemy”. The
gong and the G-string would be news in Manila not
in Baguio or the Mountain Province.
The strategy was anchored on a historical
prejudice against the Igorot people. Because of their
fierce and effective resistance to Spanish
colonialism, the Igorots had been painted as savages
and headhunters, an image that has survived in the
modern day. Projecting the Igorots as savage
warriors capable of creating “another Mindanao”,
ready to launch a headhunting rampage if provoked,
and bringing these headhunters down from the
mountains to Manila was intended to create news
and strike fear into the “enemy”.
The offshoot of the “war mongering” tactic was
tremendous. On May 22, 1975, exactly 10 days after

the conference, no less than the Executive Secretary
flew to Bontoc to get a first hand view of the
situation. He then issued instructions to the NPC to
suspend operations in the area.19
The strategy adopted took the social and
historical context into consideration. The “threat”
strategy would not have worked if another group of
people were involved, say the Benguets. According
to the organizer, everybody would have laughed if
the Benguets, a peace-loving people, were projected
as capable of creating another Mindanao. Stereotypes
were also used in gaining public support. Noted the
organizer... Somehow, colonialism has presented a
distorted view of the Igorots, and this distorted
view has helped in some ways in the organizing
process. To most people, the Igorot is a savage,
as well as, priceless link to the past. To fight the
Igorot “enemy” therefore, all that has to be done
is to exploit the enemy’s prejudices by
reminding him that the Igorot is, indeed, a
headhunter. Likewise, all that one has to do to
get support is to project the Igorot, like the
Tasaday, Aeta, Negrito for that matter, as a
valuable anthropological clue to the past.
Mention that his rice terraces, his G-strings and
his bodong are threatened with extinction and
everybody will come to the rescue.
The choice if words, however, is important.
The word ‘Igorot’ like the word Moro has some
derogatory connotation to most people. While
one may use these to scare the enemy, one
should be more careful in using it to gain favor.
On the dam issue, it was no coincidence during
the drive for public sympathy that the term
Kalingas and Bontocs were used.20
The organizer had correctly assessed, and
events had proven him right, that if ever a dam
would be built in Chico, it would be in an area where
people had failed to sustain the fear inflicted upon
the enemy. “This is saying, by way of example, that
the government will not build any dam in Bontoc
because of the “enemy’s’ realization that to ignite a
social dynamite.”21

Church support
Church support was another critical factor in the
success of the organizing efforts in the Philippines.
Progressive bishops, priest, nuns, ministers and
laypersons rendered technical support to the
organizers and leaders of the people’s organizations.
Parishes served as bases for organizations to operate
from. Introduced as church workers, organizers
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The  organizers’  ID  cards  identified  them  as  St.  Anthony’s  Apostles  of  Mercy.  When  asked  by  
the  bishop  why  the  name  was  adopted,  the  team  leader  said  that  St.  Anthony  was  the  patron  
saint  of  lost  objects  and  that  the  job  of  organizing  was  to  restore  the  lost  dignity  of  the  poor.  
When  asked  later  by  another  priest  why  “Apostles  of  Mercy,”  the  leader  answered  that  
whenever  organizing  was  underway,  the  “enemy”  would  say  “have  mercy.”  

  
gained instant credibility and legitimacy in the
communities. Existing church grassroots networks
assisted organizers in expanding their contacts and in
mobilizing the people.
In the mountains of Bukidnon in Mindanao, the
organizers were assisted by the Rev. Vincent Cullen,
an American Jesuit missionary who had worked with
the Manobos for many years. In the mountain
provinces of Northern Luzon, Bishop Franicisco
Clave, himself a Bontoc, came out in opposition to
the dam project and fully supported the organizing
efforts among the Bontocs and Kalingas.
The church “cover” also gave initial “space” to
organizers from military harassment. As the
organizing effort was underway in Legaspi, leaders
were arrested by the police for holding a meeting one
night without a supposed permit. The influential
parish priest approached his bishop who in turn
called the military commander to a meeting. The
commander apologized for the behavior of his men
and ordered the release of the detained leaders.
Because the Church had power through its prestige
and national organization, the military and martial
law authorities were careful not to antagonize church
leaders. These same bishops issued identification
cards to organizers operating in his diocese.22
Another important “cover” came from the
bishop of the urban poor who also happened to be
the designated military vicar of the Armed Forces of
Philippines. This bishop headed an organization, the
Share and Care Apostolate for Poor Settlers. In
situations of conflict, he would act as negotiator or
facilitator between the people and the military. He
would lobby for the release of leaders or organizers
whenever they were arrested. In turn, the organizers,
who operated under SCAPS, gave teeth and prestige
to the bishop’s organization.
Church support did not grow overnight for the
organizing efforts to build people power. It started
with a few parish priests calling in organizers to
assist in critical situations. While many church
leaders were for non-violence, they were wary of the
confrontational and militant approach used in the
organization process. Time, plus the abuses of the
Marcos regime and the success of some of the
people’s organizations, convinced a sizable number
of religious leaders to support the organizing process
22  

  

all the way. In 1978, a group of Asian Bishops came
out in full support of organizing people power:
Conflict is common where there are competing
interests. Social action work often faces the
reality of conflict. We want to stress two points:
conflict is not necessarily violence nor is it
opposed to Christian charity. Secondly, conflict
is often necessary as a means to attain true
dialogue with people in authority. The poor do
not achieve this unless they have shown that
they are no longer servile and afraid.23
Funding was provided to organizers by a
Catholic international agency, MISEREOR, and a
Protestant one, the Bread for the World through the
Philippine Ecumenical Council for Community
Organization (PECCO), an organization that
specialized in the training of community
organizers.24 Modest salaries were provided to
organizers who worked full-time on the job. Leaders
of people’s organizations were not funded. It was
PECCO’s policy to let the peoples’ organizations
source for their own funds.
Priests also provided the theological rationale
for the radical mass actions. They assured the people
that land was created by God for all men and not just
for a few; that it was God’s will that no Filipino
should be a squatter in his own country. They gave
the blessings and the assurances that fighting
oppression was not a sin but was in fact a fulfillment
of the people’s Christian duty of loving one’s
neighbor and freeing the ‘enemy’ from the sin of
oppression. This thinking was echoed by Paulo
Freire, a Brazilian educator, who noted that the
oppressors who oppress, exploit and rape by virtue of
their power cannot find in this power the strength to
liberate either the oppressed or themselves. Only the
power that sprang from the weakness of the
oppressed would be sufficiently strong to free them
both.25

Concluding  Notes  
  
The Marcos government wanted the Tondo
Foreshore lands for commercial purposes, the
Bontoc-Kalinga areas for purported national
development purposes, and the Sabang strip for
military purposes. The American expatriate in Cebu,
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emboldened by a Marcos decision to let foreigners
own land in the Philippines, laid claim to the Alaska
lands while logging company whose owners were
Marcos cronies believed that it had the sole right to
exploit the forest and the lands in the CagayanBukidon border. In all cases except the last, the
military was involved or called in to eject people
from their lands.
People power put a stop to these forces of
oppression unleashed by the regime of Ferdinand
Marcos. By relying on mass participation in the
confrontations that ensued and by employing nonviolent strategies and tactics, the people succeeded in
neutralizing and stopping the ‘enemy’.
The courage and determination of the people in
collectively fighting for their rights, the assistance of
organizers in peoples’ organization building, the
support of some elements of the influential Catholic
Church – all these factors combined to produce a
unique situation of effective non-violent outcomes in
the tense confrontations that occurred under martial
law conditions. Had there been an insufficient mix of
these factors, the outcomes could have been either a
bloody confrontation or the demobilization and
defeat of the people’s organizations. Both situations
would have led to the triumph of the forces of
oppression.
The cases discussed in this paper showed that
people power was alive in different parts of the
county before the 1986 February People Power
Revolution in Manila. There was a tradition of
effective non-violent resistance in the decade of the
1970s in the Philippines. The people of Tondo,
Alaska, and Sabang, the Bontocs, Kalingas and
Manobos all gave substance to the concept of people
power in the Philippines: people without economic
and political clout could win against the mighty and
powerful by organizing and relying on their unity
and numerical superiority. Power, indeed, grew, not
only out of the barrel of the gun but also out of
people’s organizations.
But the real significance of people power in the
1970s was its message to other Filipinos. People
power gave the hope that under the most oppressive
conditions, Filipinos could liberate and free
themselves if they had the courage to unite, the
determination to act, and the perseverance to struggle
together.
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Notes
(1)   Zone One is an estimated 56 hectares situated at
the end of Tondo Foreshoreland. ZOTO was the
first militant organization established in the
foreshore area followed by two others in the central
and northern end of Tondo.
(2)   Honculada, J. “Case Study: ZOTO and the Twice
Told Story of Phil. CO,” Mimeographed, p.8.
(3)   For a detailed account, see Fernandez, J.
“Organizing People for Power, Conflict and
Participation,” Manila: CEU, 1974. Unpublished
masteral thesis.
(4)   The Parish priest, Fr. Luigi Cocquio, an Italian
missionary, supported the organizing efforts in
Tondo. He was later deported by martial law
authorities.
(5)   Alaska Beach Residents Association (ABRA). “A
Squatter Community and Its Problems of Land
Ownership,” pp. 2-4, Mimeographed.
(6)   F. Fernandez, “A C.O. History,” Mimeographed
copy, p.5.
(7)   SAPCO. “Ang Problema Manonogod Sa Daga.”
Mimeographed copy, p.2. Text above translated
from Bicol.
(8)   The case was reported orally to the author in 1976
by Teresa Banaynal, then regional coordinator of
organizing teams in Mindanao. The Manobo
organizers confirmed the oral report.
(9)   Bello, Walden. “The Development Debacle.” San
Francisco Institute for Food Policy, 1982.
(10)  Ngolaban, J. “Notes on the Chico River
Organizing,” pp. 4-5. Unpublished manuscript.
(11)  Ibid, p. 9.
(12)  Ibid, p. 10.
(13)  Ibid, p. 5.
(14)  An instance where women and children played
major roles was the fight of the Alaska residents
with a city government agency. The latter had
refused to install running water facilities in Alaska
on the grounds that the people were squatters.
Whereupon, the women and children mobilized
and brought their laundry for washing in the
lavatories of the agency office. The military was
called in. The officer-in-charge said in dismay that
they could not arrest the people since there was no
law against doing their laundry.
(15)  For a discussion on the Filipino organizers’
perception of People Power, see Fernandez F.,
“Towards a More Developed C.O. Philosophy,”
mimeographed, 1979.
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(16)  For a discussion of organizing methodologies, see
Mary Hollnsteiner and others, “Development form
the Bottom-Up: Mobilizing the Rural Poor for selfDevelopment,” a country report submitted to FAO
for the Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural
development, Rome, April 1979, pp. 12-29.
(17)  From the author’s fieldnotes, July 1975.
(18)  Ngolaban, J., op cit. p. 10.
(19)  Ibid, p. 11.
(20)  Ibid, p. 13.
(21)  Ibid, p. 14.
(22)  The organizers’ ID cards identified them as St.
Anthony’s Apostles of Mercy. When asked by the
bishop why the name was adopted, the team leader
said that St. Anthony was the patron saint of lost
objects and that the job of organizing was to restore
the lost dignity of the poor. When asked later by
another priest why “Apostles of Mercy,” the leader
answered that whenever organizing was underway,
the “enemy” would say “have mercy.”
(23)  BISA IV, Manila, 1978.
(24)  PECCO was a loose and highly decentralized
organization that operated under different names in
different regions. It was composed of a board of
directors and an organizing staff. Administrative
policies were the concern of the board while
organizing strategies were left to the staff.
(25)  Freire, P., “Pedagogy of the Oppressed,” New
York, herder and Herder, 1973, p. 27.
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The  Water  Re-Municipalization  Wave  
In most countries, the expansion of modern water
and sanitation systems happened as a result of public
ownership and investment in response to increasing
demand and public health concerns in urban areas. In
the 1990s, however, many countries privatized their
water and sanitation services, particularly in the
South, as a result of strong pressure from neoliberal
mindset governments and international financial
institutions to ‘open’ up national services.
The promises that privatization would improve
the provision of drinking and wastewater services
soon faltered. Many of the privatized operations
quickly began to show weaknesses as they missed
targets for expanding and upgrading networks,
introduced excessive tariff increases alongside
connection fees which were unaffordable for lowincome families. Management activities were not
transparent and accountable. As a result numerous
contracts with private operators were terminated
often following popular unrest. Many cities, regions
and even countries have chosen to close the book on
water privatization and
instead embarked on remunicipalization or renationalization of water
delivery, in which the aim
is not to return to the preprivatization realities but
to develop public-water
systems
that
satisfy
citizens’ needs.
Re-municipalization
is happening not only at
municipal and community
levels (such as in France
or the US) but also at
regional levels (as in
Buenos Aires and the
Santa Fe provinces in
Argentina) and national
levels (such as Uruguay
and Mali). Around 40

municipalities and urban communities in France
have already taken water services back into public
hands over the last ten years, resulting in cheaper
tariffs and improved services. Also cities in the US,
large and small, have re-municipalized their water
services as a reaction to poor service and excessive
rates. In both countries, some of the private operators
used sophisticated and dishonest management and
financial practices to increase profits.
Meanwhile, diverse innovative public water
management reforms have taken shape following remunicipalization, particularly in Southern countries.
Two good examples of this trend are the
democratization reforms of the Uruguayan national
water operator and the worker-run company
operating the provincial utility of the Buenos Aires
Province.
It’s apparent that a global re-municipalization
wave is emerging. Powerful citizen-initiated
campaigns in major French cities, such us Paris and
Toulouse, are currently advocating the remunicipalization of water
services. In the US, remunicipalization is being
promoted in a number of
municipalities.
Remunicipalization
campaigns are also taking
place in other regions,
such
as
Córdoba
(Argentina) and México
City (México). Moreover,
in some areas national
coalitions
are
campaigning strongly for
the re-nationalization of
the sector as seen in Italy
and Northern Ireland. In
Italy, a coalition of labor,
religious
and
environmental
organizations
has
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submitted over 400,000 signatures in a petition to the
Italian Parliament requesting a legislative initiative
to declare the entire water system public property
managed through agencies disciplined by public law
as a way to improve the accessibility and
affordability of water for the public.

About the Water Re-Municipalization
Tracker
The re-municipalization tracker mirrors the
format typically used by private water-industry
publications for listing upcoming privatization and
public-private partnership (PPP) contracts that
provide possibilities for commercial expansion.
Our purpose, however, is very different: to
showcase cities, regions and countries that have
rolled back privatization and embarked on securing
public water for all that need it. Through this tracker,
the Water Justice Project aims to increase the
visibility of the re-municipalization trend by bringing
together diverse, lesser known yet always inspiring
experiences. Rather than providing a comprehensive
overview of the often complex processes that involve
a wide range of actors, the tracker focuses on
understanding why and how the re-municipalization
process took place as well as the obstacles that were
encountered and the results that were achieved. In
many cases, more detailed information is available
through links.
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To provide a more realistic overview of the
water re-municipalization trend, the tracker includes
not only processes in which privatization was rolled
back and substituted by public sector provision, but
also relevant campaigns that are currently advocating
the re-municipalization of water services. （Remunicipalization tracker is a Corporate   Europe  
Observatory and Transnational  Institute initiative.）
  
  
For further information:
www.re-municipalization.org
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National  Housing  Improvement  Program  
Implemented  by  a  Network  of    
NGOs-CBOs  (Fotivba)  
  

The original project
The national government has developed a
National Housing Plan called “Better Living” (Mejor
Vivir) for the improvement of 140,000 houses for
families that have built their houses by self help and
do not have access to credit to improve them.
The initial phase started in 2005 is for 47,000
housing units amounting to an expenditure of AR$	
 
512.3 million (1US$=3 AR$). The Sub-secretary of
Urban Development and INDEC (Instituto Nacional de
Estadíticas y Censos) have estimated that 1,647,000
households units would fit in this category.

Fotivba
However in the Province of Buenos Aires many
of its 13 million urban habitants are poor and are left
away from this project because of its rigidity.
In order to facilitate the access of the lower
income families to the project a group of ten
technical and grassroot organizations active in the

urban area of the province of Buenos Aires formed a
forum of organizations called Fotivba.
Fotivba studied and discussed with the
inhabitants the bottle necks of the project in a series
of workshops and regional meetings. With these
conclusions they negotiated and obtained from the
Federal Government the establishment of a subprogram for the improvement of housing in the urban
areas in the Province of Buenos Aires.

The results of the work of Fotivba till
September 2007, the first phase of the
project
Fotivba member organizations are Technical
NGOs (Tech) and local base organizations (BO).
The communities waited between 7-8 months to
receive the first disbursement of the loan.
287 improvements were approved by the
government in 2007. They were implemented in
settlements already regularized or in the process of
regularization.
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The average loan per improvement was
between US$2,258 and US$4,700,
The monthly amortization of the households is
between US$9.70 and US$51.60.
The money recovered will form a revolving
fund for job capacitating and in improving the
infrastructure of the neighborhood and the houses.
The fund will be administered	
  by the local
organization.
The work to improve each house takes 2-3
weeks and is checked every 7 or 15 days.
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Work methodology
The supportive organizations follow the
procedures for regularization of the land and with the
Municipality they form a housing revolving fund.
The Technical Team with each family proposes
the improvement to be done in each house and the
cost.
The improvement can be done by self-help or
through small enterprises and cooperatives.
The materials are bought by the families
together with the organization. 	
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What was improved with respect to the
original plan of the government?
The new plan was flexible enough to answer the
concrete needs of each family. It also allowed the
improvement of the neighborhood through the
construction of the infrastructure.
It facilitated the inclusion of the local market
and the small contractors in the implementation of
the projects.
The local organizations participated in the
program and were strengthened by it.

The funds were transferred directly to the
organizations and from them to the families.
Families with extreme vulnerability were
accepted in the program.
Some municipalities accepted subsistence plans
adapted to very poor.
For further information:
SEDECA

sedecasms@fibertel.com.ar
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Monteagudo:  Piqueteros  Build  Houses  
  
  
  

Piqueteros
During the latter half of the 1990s, with the
Argentine economy crisis, many Argentines lost their
jobs.
Many of them called attention over their
particular demands through a piquete	
  ("picket").
The piquete is an action by which a group of people
(piqueteros) blocks a road or a bridge.
The piqueteros formed the "Unemployed
Workers Movement" (Movimientos de Trabajadores
Desocupados, abbreviated as MTDs).
The MTDs involved themselves in co-operatives
for a myriad of purposes, such as barter markets for
goods and services, small-scale food production,
sewing workshops, food-ration distributing facilities,
etc. A number of piqueteros now participate, support
or otherwise have ties with the recovered   factory
movement.
One of these MTDs is the MTL (Movimiento
Territorial Liberacion), an organization of
unemployed workers.
The membership of MTL is 5,000 families,
1,500 of whom have very serious housing problem.
The MTL members occupied lands for housing
in the townships of Greater Buenos Aires and were
involved in the development of the settlements.
In the City of Buenos Aires, MTL resisted the
forced eviction of hundreds of families in 2001.

The MTL housing project
Amid the economic crisis of 2001 and after the
traumatic evictions that left so many people wounded
with police rubber bullets, some of the MTL
members who were evicted formed a cooperative
together with Carlos Chile, the leader of MTL. They
bought through a credit from the governmental
Institute of Housing (IVC) a property of 18,000
square meters for 1,600,000 pesos.（US$1=3pesos)	
 
With the help of first class architects they
started their own housing project with 362 houses in

the middle of the city. They called this project
"Monteagudo."
The MTL in implementing the project
benefitted from two laws.
The Housing Law FONAVI provides subsidies
to the poor families who cannot afford the monthly
payments. The law determined that the monthly
installments can not be more than 20% of the income
of the head of the family and that the Government
will subsidize this payment in case the head of the
family will lose his/her job.
The Law 341 of the Municipal Commission of
Housing of the City of Buenos Aires allows people’s
organization to administer government resources.
The materials of the building are of good
quality, does not need elevators and has internal
court yards and commercial premises.
The units have one to two bedrooms, all with
the same characteristics: they are bright, with
balcony, laundry and ceramic floors.
For each unit the owners pay a monthly fee of
between 175 to 380 pesos for 30 years.

How did they get the money to pay their
installment?
The MTL members were the builders of this
project and they are actually building 10 towers in
Lugano and other areas of the city. MTL is hiring
700 workers who earn between 1,100 to 1,500 pesos
a month.
MTL is also member of Central de los
Trabajadores Argentinos (CTA)
For further Information:
CTA
Piedras 1065 (1070)
Buenos Aires, Argentina
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Carlos  Chile  
Movimiento  Territorial  
Liberacion  
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Project  for  Beggars  in  Bangladesh  -  
Grameen  Bank  
  
Begging is the last resort for survival for a poor
person, unless he/she turns into crime or other forms
of illegal activities. Among the beggars there are
disabled, blind and retarded people, as well as old
people with ill health. Grameen Bank has taken up a
special program, called Struggling Members Program,
to reach out to beggars. About 102,157 beggars have
already joined the program. Total amount disbursed
stands at Tk. 110.86 million. Of that amount of Tk.
77.52 million has already been paid off.
The basic features of the program are :
1. Existing rules of Grameen Bank do not apply
to beggar members; they make up their own rules.
2. All loans are interest-free. Loans can be for
very long term, to make repayment installments very
small. For example, for a loan to buy a quilt or a
mosquito-net, or an umbrella, many borrowers are
paying Tk 2.00 (3.4 cents US) per week.
3. Beggar members are covered under life
insurance and loan insurance programs without
paying any cost.
4. Groups and centers are encouraged to become
patrons of the beggar members.
5. Each member receives an identity badge with
Grameen Bank logo. She can display this as she goes
about her daily life, to let everybody know that she is
a Grameen Bank member and this national institution
stands behind her.
6. Members are not required to give up begging,
but are encouraged to take up a additional incomegenerating activities like selling popular consumer
items door to door or at the place of begging.
The objective of the program is to provide
financial services to the beggars to help them find a
dignified livelihood, send their children to school
and graduate into becoming regular Grameen Bank

members. We wish to make sure that no one in the
Grameen Bank villages has to beg for survival.

As    of  March  2008  
1 USD =70 Bangadesh Taka

No. of Beggar Members

86,746

Amount Disbursed (Cumulative)
Million Taka

110.86

Amount Repaid (Cumulative)
Million Taka

77.52

Amount Savings (Balance)
Million Taka

7.65

  
For further information:
Grameen Bank
  www.grameen-info.org/bank/  
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BRAC  Celebrated  Its  35th  Anniversary  
Congratulations!!!  
  
  
BRAC was founded in 1992 as the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee.
Here are some examples of their core programs.

  

BRAC Economic Development Program,
Some villages had absolutely no opportunity for money
creation. So, BRAC set out to create a quarter of a million jobs
in silk production. Volunteers leased roadsides for 20 years
from the local authorities and planted 25 million mulberry
trees. These were then rented out to women in batches of
hundred trees each, thus creating a silk industry where there
was none. Today Bangladesh is known globally for its raw silk
production.

BRAC Social Development, Human Rights and
Legal Education Services Program
In 1985, this program was introduced through which
women are educated about their legal rights and laws
pertaining to family, marriage and inheritance. Members also
participate in a specially
designed saving scheme, which
provides old age financial
security.

BRAC Education Program
BRAC started its Nonformal
Primary
Education
Program in 1985 with 22 oneroom primary schools with 30
students in each school. By now
over 3.7 million children from
poor families have graduated
from BRAC primary schools and
at present over 1.5 million
children, over 65% of whom are
girls, are studying in the 52,000
BRAC primary and pre-primary
schools
spread
all
over
Bangladesh.
35  
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BRAC Health Program
BRAC has contributed hugely in reducing child mortality
in Bangladesh. In 1979, 252 in every thousand children died
before their fifth year.	
  BRAC volunteers went door to door
educating mothers using simple messages and teaching them
how to make and administer oral dehydration fluids.

International
BRAC has extended its work to other countries in Africa
and Afghanistan and SriLanka in Asia

  
For further information
BRAC Bangladesh
75 Mohakhali
Dhaka 1212, Bangladesh
www.brac.net/about.htm
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Community  Coordination  in  Sihanoukville    
  
  
In 2007, some poor communities strengthened
communication and coordination among themselves
without "structures" and NGO control.
In Sihanouk-ville several communities under
threat of eviction and those being upgraded began to
meet to discuss their problems. However as their
issues of interest were different only the
communities under threat of eviction continued to
meet. Five to six communities regularly joined the
meeting.
Two or three members of each community
came to the monthly meeting to share community
issues and activities with each other and to discus
plans for their communities.
Initially the sharing was difficult but after few

months they have learned to communicate and
coordinate directly with each other.
Some communities of the coastal province of
Koh Kong that lost their farm land due to the
“Economic Land Concessions” and other
communities in the province of Kampot that also
have land conflicts have also initiated community
coordination in their own places.
For further information:
Rashid Khatri
khatriab@yahoo.com  
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An  Event:    
UPDF  Celebrates  Ten  Years  
  
      
The Urban Poor Development Fund (UPDF) was set up in
March 1998 as a joint venture of Phnom Penh's network
of community savings groups, the Municipality of Phnom
Penh and the Asian Coalition for Housing Rights. UPDF
is a revolving fund that provides soft loans to poor
communities for their housing and income generation
initiatives through their savings groups.
The UPDF is the only ongoing support system for
the urban poor in Phnom Penh and in a growing number
of provincial cities.
The modest loans and grants that UPDF provides to
poor communities as an incentive to start	
  savings
activities, settlement upgrading, welfare, income
generation, etc.

Highlights of the three day event:

In front of 8,000 people at Wat Phnom Park the
Governor of Phnom Penh granted collective tenure to the
first batch of ten poor communities in the city which have

planned and carried out their upgrading projects with
UPDF support.
The expansion of UPDF and community upgrading
program to at least 23 provincial cities/districts were
blessed by the Governor of Phnom Penh, the
Undersecretary of State of the Council of Ministers and
the Deputy of the National Committee for Population and
Development. The deputy is a new government partner
for UPDF, which is now in the process of becoming a
national urban poor support institution.
The new name of the national community savings
network in Phnom Penh and provincial cities is
Sokhadom Romanea Community Network. It means
"holistic happiness."
The UPDF made its first official bulk "seed loans" to
8 community development funds of provincial cities that
work as partnerships between the local community
networks and the local authorities.
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The three day event was a learning process about
upgrading, savings, funds, partnership-building with their
local authorities and strategies for getting secure tenure
for their 8,000 participants.
The participants included 7,000 community people
and local officials from Phnom Penh, 900 people from 23
Cambodian provincial cities, 30 UPDF staff and
volunteers from Phnom Penh and about 90 participants
from foreign countries (Thailand, Lao PDR, Vietnam,
Philippines, Nepal, India and South Africa).
In smaller groups, the participants visited and talked
with the members of some of the 200 upgraded
communities in Phnom Penh
The participants from the provincial cities stayed in
the communities hosted by the Phnom Penh savings
groups.

Establishment of the
Indochina Community Network

The geographically and culturally close countries of
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Vietnam and Thailand decided to
increase their exchange visits between their respective
poor community savings networks and supportive local
government officials, especially around savings,
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livelihood, upgrading, community funds and land tenure
activities.

Some Presentations

In the Cambodia (UPDF) 29,500 members are
saving. 125 savings groups in Phnom Penh and 80 in the
provinces are involved in slum improvement.
In Lao PDR, there are 388 community savings
groups in 5 out of the total 17 provinces with over 50,000
poor women members
In the Philippines, their Urban Poor Development
Fund began in 1997 and are now active in 18 cities and 13
municipalities. There are more than 70,000 members.
In Vietnam, there are community development funds
in 8 cities: Viet Tri, Haiduong, Vinh, Hanoi, Danang,
Quinon, Can Tho and Ho Chi Minh City (District 2).
There are 604 savings groups with 28,500 members.
In Thailand, CODI's "Baan Mankong has 50,000
households approved for upgrading in 226 towns. There
are 13,000,000 members
In Nepal, there are 7,800 women members. 900 have
purchased land and thousands have improved their
houses. 	
 
In Cambodia, there are 29,500 members saving and
doing housing and slum improvement
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For further information:
Urban Poor Development Fund (UPDF)
Contact persons:
Mr. Somsak Phonpakdee and Mr. Sok Visal
updf@forum.org.kh
  www.updfkh.net
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Eco  Materials  in  Social  Housing  Projects  
This project has developed and transferred a range of
innovative and environmentally sustainable building materials,
which can be manufactured locally in small workshops and are
suitable for both rural and urban areas. New job opportunities
have been created and houses estimated at 2,300 and over
5,000 in Villa Clara province and nationwide respectively,
have been built or renovated using ecomaterials.

Aims and objectives
The main purpose of the project is to develop and
disseminate an innovative, transferable system for the local
production and distribution of environmentally- and
economically-sustainable building materials at municipal
scale. Eventually, providing access to families whose homes
are in need of repair, particularly in disaster-prone areas.

Project context
From 1959-1988, the system for housing provision in
Cuba was based on the centralized production of building
materials in large and automated facilities operated by the
Ministry of Construction. Prefabricated building materials
were produced and supplied by road or rail to areas far from
the industrial centers. The road or rail is an energy-intensive
system running through the supply of cheap oil from the
former USSR.
The collapse of the
Soviet Union and East
European socialist states
had a dramatic effect on
the
system:
energy
became scarce, the roads
deteriorated because of
the lack of maintenance,
the fleet of trucks became
obsolete and the supply of
spare
parts
was
threatened. This had a
great impact on the
construction
materials
industry, which was no
longer able to maintain a

steady supply of building materials, especially in
areas distant from the production centers. The lack of
availability of building materials led to a decrease in
new housing constructions and a rapid deterioration
of existing housing stock due to lack of maintenance.
This caused the people not to have the means to
renovate or maintain their homes in good repair.
The new situation prompted a fundamental shift
from centralized production based on long-distance
transportation, to the local production of building
materials in order to lower energy and transportation
costs.
The work of the CIDEM research and
development institute over the last 14 years has
consisted of developing and implementing
technologies to support this change at the grassroots
level.

Key features
The project involves the development of a
system for the local manufacturing of ‘ecomaterials’
– building materials that are made with low
embodied energy, often through recycling wastes.
These include micro-concrete roofing tiles (MCR);
lime-pozzolana
cement
(CP-40); pre-cast hollow
concrete blocks, where
Portland cement has been
partially replaced by CP40; low-energy fired clay
bricks using bio-wastes as
fuel; and the use of
bamboo in construction.
These
materials
are
suitable for both rural and
suburban
areas.
The
technologies developed by
CIDEM
are
geared
towards
small-scale
production, with a focus
on stimulating the local
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economy through the creation of new job opportunities. The
project’s main features include:
An innovative process of technology development and
transfer, which has resulted in a set of appropriate technologies
for the manufacture of building materials at the municipal
level. The whole process has been organized as a south-south
endeavor, as machinery and know-how come from Cuba and
other countries in Latin America. Ecomaterials workshops are
carried out that include personnel training and a post-sale
advisory service.
A large-scale decentralized program for production of
building materials at municipal level, which contributes to
providing affordable and accessible building materials in a
sustainable manner, particularly in areas where hurricanes
have caused serious damage and a quick post-disaster response
is required.
Creation and further improvement of a new decentralised
management model for housing renovation, which gives local
authorities new opportunities to act independently, as well as
increase their capacity for resolving urban renewal issues. The
model includes a micro-credit system that enables families
with limited resources to finance the renovation of their
homes.
There are currently 19 ecomaterials workshops in full
operation throughout Cuba, and another 15 worldwide,
including Latin America (Nicaragua, Honduras, Panama,
Guatemala, Colombia, Ecuador), and Africa (Namibia,
Nigeria, Mozambique).

Covering costs
Funding for the project has been organized in a creative
way. External funding of US$ 387,000 in foreign currency has
been raised from a range of donor agencies including the
European Commission, GTZ, the Swiss Development
Cooperation and private foundations. These funds have been
used to cover costs of goods that must be purchased in foreign
currency, such as certain building materials, machinery, fuel
for local transport, etc. The local governments have matched
these funds with local currency, which has been used for the
purchase raw materials, investments in infrastructure and the
payment of salaries in the workshops. The total amount of
funds provided by the local governments in the Villa Clara
province is estimated to be 2 million Cuban pesos (equivalent
to US$ 90,000). Funds for south-south technology transfer,
through workshops carried out by CIDEM and the EcoSur
network, have been provided by the European Union, the
Cuban government and German NGO ‘Werkhof Verein’.

Impact
Residents have more opportunities for the renovation of
their homes through the availability of affordable building
materials produced in the municipality. The project has
contributed to the improvement of quality of the housing
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stock, especially in disaster-prone areas of the
province of Villa Clara, where over 2,300 families
have been able to renovate their homes, resulting in
significant improvements in quality of life.
Ecomaterials have gained recognition and
prestige in the national and international arena, and
new markets for local productions have emerged
both within Cuba and elsewhere. CIDEM’s scientific
and technical expertise is reflected in local
knowledge and has been incorporated at all
educational levels, including in the university
curricula.

Innovative Aspects
All these brought about the development of a
set of sound appropriate technologies for the
manufacture of ecomaterials. This is supported by a
continuous and integrated process of innovation,
which combines fundamental /applied research,
machinery development and manufacture, sales and
post-sales service. The fact that these technologies
and their use in ecomaterials manufacturing
workshops have been successful and resulted in the
massive production of building materials has been
decentralized, together with the new approach, it was
demonstrated that there are alternatives that decrease
foreign currency costs through the local production
of ecomaterials.
The decentralized management model for
housing renovation has yielded great success in its
implementation and wide acceptance by the
community. The municipalities where the approach
has been applied have incorporated it into their own
local strategies for development.
Cuba has become a ‘technology exporter’
through this process: approximately 50 inquiries are
received each month on the different technologies for
manufacturing of ecomaterials, primarily from Latin
American countries.

Environmental sustainability
Materials are produced and sold directly in the
community, with very low energy input and minor
transportation costs. The alternative binder CP-40,
one of the key materials introduced in the project
requires less energy than Portland cement, and,
therefore, has lower CO2 and SO2 emissions.
Estimates of the embodied energy in the range of 2.8
MJ/kg, depending on the source of lime. This
represents less than half of the embodied energy in
the manufacture of Portland cement, which ranges
from 5-7 MJ/kg in most countries in Central
America, resulting in substantial energy savings.
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The fact that the materials are
produced
locally,
creates
a
considerable
decrease
in
transportation costs associated with
conveying the products from distant
places, thereby contributing to
savings of energy and fuel.
Decreased energy consumption
during the manufacture of building
materials: since the ecomaterials
require less energy than industrial materials, because the
technology is labour-intensive and the machinery is designed
to optimize energy use. The low-energy production of fired
clay bricks involved the use of alternative fuel and lower
carbon emissions.
The recycling of potentially hazardous waste materials,
such as sugar cane straw ash, into the manufacture of building
materials presents a viable alternative to protect the
environment and make agro-industrial processes more
sustainable.

Financial Sustainability
Institutional and project funding have been secured from
different donors until 2012. The project enjoys full support
from the national government, and even if political
circumstances were to change in Cuba between now and 2012,
it is unlikely that government support for the local production
of construction materials would lessen. The local production
system developed by CIDEM is designed to be selfsustaining, and the workshops established to date have
demonstrated financial sustainability.
There are currently 19 new building materials workshops
in commercial operation in Cuba and a total of approximately
200 new direct jobs have been created, as well as a large
number of indirect jobs (in masonry, carpentry), as a
consequence of the boost in the local construction market.
One of the primary aims of the project has been to make
building materials more affordable and accessible to local
people. The combination of local production of materials and
access to credit have enabled the population to undertake
housing renovation or construction, which otherwise, have
been hindered by the lack of funds and access to building
materials.

Social Sustainability
Residents have organized themselves into formal mutualhelp brigades to build, repair or renovate their homes. This
process has strengthened social networks and resulted in
innovative ways of cooperation between neighbors, and has
helped to create additional job opportunities in the informal
sector.
As a result, small communities have acquired their own
means of locally producing affordable building materials and

supplying them to the local market.
During the first year of operation,
CIDEM made regular visits to new
workshops to provide training and
support and ensure that the
production complied with existing
quality standards. After one year
though, the visits became less
regular, as local partners had
acquired the needed skills and
workshops became self-sufficient.
Special priority has been given to families
whose houses were damaged by natural disasters
(hurricanes or floods). Access to credit and materials
allow families to respond quickly rather than wait for
state assistance in repairing their homes. The way in
which the system has been implemented aims at
reducing social inequalities. The credit line in
particular, favors families with very low income,
who otherwise have no means of purchasing building
materials. More than 30 per cent of the project’s
beneficiaries are single mothers.
A local and decentralized model for house
construction and renovation has been created,
wherein the local government contributes with
financial resources and manages the whole process,
prioritizing the worst cases in the municipality. The
system developed is based upon direct participation
of house owners through assisted self-help. It has
proven to be more efficient than existing models in
Cuba.

Barriers
The current budgetary system in Cuba mandates
that funds in foreign currency are only accessed by
national bodies, with government determining its
priorities. This set-up limits the acquisition of
machinery for the manufacture of the ecomaterials at
the municipal level. This was resolved though,
through the inflow of contributions from
international donors.
Many low-income families who want to
renovate their houses on their own, do not have the
funds to pay up front for the needed materials. The
credit provided by INV does not consider these
cases. Because of this, direct negotiation with the
Banco Popular de Ahorro, was undertaken which
resulted in the issuance of a special credit line for
low-income families involved in house renovation.
The producers are not familiar with the new
technologies and materials, particularly the
pozzolanic cement. Previous experiences with
similar technologies in the past failed because of
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poor quality control associated with poor performance, causing
the product to lose prestige. Trainings and advocacy work
within the community was conducted to deal with this
problem.
The rigid system of the Ministry of Higher Education in
Cuba imposes many operational and structural restrictions
causing the people to do a lot of creative innovations for daily
operations.

Lessons Learned
A solid and efficient infrastructure for the local
manufacture of building materials allows for independence
from external sources. Local governments must seek ways to
contribute towards the financial and social viability of these
newly created manufacturing facilities and the population must
actively participate in sustainable housing renovation
programs.
The technologies developed and implemented by CIDEM
have proven to be both economically and ecologically
appropriate. They are a good choice for small-scale production
of building materials, mainly because of the huge
transportation savings achieved with local production, as well
as the high standard of quality of the materials.
Coordination with a broad spectrum of actors has been
crucial to implementation and has led to broad acceptance and
eventual scaling up of the project to national level. Inclusion
of the bank at the planning and implementation stage was
especially important for the mobilization of financial resources
through loan schemes that directly benefit the project’s target
group.

Evaluation
The PIME (Planning, Implementing, Monitoring and
Evaluation) system, developed by SDC and NGO Grupo
Sofonias, is used as a monitoring tool. Intermediate
evaluations have been carried out by the local partners at the
municipality where each workshop operates, followed by a
final evaluation at the end of Phase I.

Transfer
The approach is being successfully
implemented in other municipalities and
neighboring provinces. Funding has been
secured for the second phase of the project,
which will mean further scaling up and
dissemination of the technologies in a wider
context for the next five years, particularly
in areas affected by natural disasters. The
system has gained popularity among local
governments in the province, which are
playing a key role in the local transfer of the
approach.
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Different government institutions at various
levels have shown interest in replicating the initiative
with their own funds. Local governments in Sancti
Spiritus, Santiago de Cuba, Pinar del Rio and
Havana as well as international donors such as
UNDP, CIDA, SDC and others have taken steps to
replicate the experience in other municipalities.
In 2002 the National Housing Institute set a
network of eco-materials into operation in the
province Matanzas, as a means to tackle the
problems caused by hurricane, “Michelle”. More
than 600,000 blocks were produced in four
workshops. INV has joined forces with CIDEM to
further transfer the approach in other regions of the
country.
The project is currently active in 19
municipalities across five provinces, and it is
anticipated that over the next five (5) years, several
thousand homes will be built and/or renovated in
Cuba using locally-produced eco-materials. The
approach has been disseminated and transferred
outside Cuba through EcoSur network. Eco-materials
workshops were set into operation in Nicaragua and
Honduras. In 2005, the governor of Morelia, Mexico
placed an order for 15 workshops to be set into
operation throughout the state. Additional workshops
are currently in operation in Ecuador, Guatemala,
Colombia, Nigeria, Mozambique and Mexico.
    
For further information:
Prof. José Fernando Martirena Hernández
Head of Project
Centro de Investigación y Desarrollo de
Estructuras y Materiales (CIDEM)
Universidad Central de las Villas
Carretera de Camajuani km 5
Santa Clara 408000
Cuba
   F.Martirena@enet.cu  
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EL  SALVADOR  
October  2008  
E.J.  Anzorena,  SJ  

40  Years  of  FUNDASAL  
Congratulations!!!  
FUNDASAL was born in 1968 wdue to a natural disaster. It
supported the inhabitants of “La Chacra,” a community
ravaged by the Acelhuate River, then those affected by
Hurricane Mitch and Stan, the victims of the earthquakes of
1986 and in 2001 and those dislocated by the armed conflict
and the eruption of Ilamatepec Volcano. All of them were
done without neglecting the projects already planned in each
of these years.
FUNDASAL continues today to support families living
in precarious conditions through the “Neighborhood
Improvement Program” which indulges in the comprehensive
rehabilitation of communities, building new urban settlements
and establishing “Housing Cooperatives for Mutual Aid
Programs” of rural settlements and “Credit Program Popular.”
The above is summarized in 261 completed projects in 14
departments of El Salvador and el department el Yoro
(Honduras):

•   Houses Built
43,092
•   Houses Improved 1,231
•   Families Assisted 44,323 with an average 7-8
members
For further information
Mr Edin de Jesus Martinez
FUNDASAL
Fundación Salvadoreña
de Desarrollo y Vivienda Mínima
Reparto Santa Alegría, Calle L-B No. 7
Ciudad Delgado、San Salvador、El Salvador
direccion@fundasal.org.sv/  
          www.fundasal.org.sv/  
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INDONESIA  
October  2008  
E.J.  Anzorena,  SJ  

Letters  from  Indonesia  
Letter  from  Antonio  

Dear friends,
How are you these days?	
  In here, we are still “alive”…
still trying to push for a Thailand CODI (Community
Organization Development Institution）style movement in
Indonesia.
Enclosed below is an update of our efforts.
In November 2007 after a Thailand trip, four (4) of us
had a meeting with Mr. Djoko Kirmanto, Minister of Public
Works and Mr. Imam Ernawi, the Director General of Spatial
Planning for about an hour. Two of those who attended with us
were Dodo Yuliman (UN Habitat Indonesia) and Mrs. Lana
Widyanti, who came with us to Thailand and is the Sub
Director Community Based Housing from the Ministry
of Housing.
We discussed how the Public Works Department can be
“Pro Poor” and “how to solve the under the toll way
evictions.” (Note: The toll ways are managed by the
Public Works Department.) We also discussed a pro poor
approach to human settlements in general. We presented the
CODI' model and our dream to form an Urban/Housing
Resource Center. The Ministers responded, “Yes, Pro Poor
and let's get this CODI (Indonesian style) off the ground
immediately."
We concluded with an agreement to write up a brief
minutes of the meeting held and to continue from
there.
After sending the minutes of the meeting,
nothing much resulted.
Mrs. Lana, Mr. Widianto and the other
members of the team from the Minister of Public
Works group who visited Thailand also
did a presentation on CODI to the Minister of
Public Housing.
The
result
was,
Community
Based Housing approach is not within the realm
of responsibilities of the People Housing Ministry
and should be the dealt with by the Social
Welfare Ministry. (FYI, People Housing are
currently heavily focused on the “Public Housing
Thousand Towers” project.)
We invited Somsook to come to Indonesia
to meet with the Minister of Public Works or the

Minister of People‘s Housing. But in Indonesia, we
had so many crisis (the flood in Central Java, the
Flood in Jakarta’s International Airport, the
infrastructure problems, etc. etc.) causing their
attention to be diverted and the visit was postponed
for a while.
In the meantime, we are setting out a Civil
Society Thinking Forum (which we call the “Forum
for Housing the Poor” for now) with its initial main
focus/objective of being able to work with the
various government ministries. We hope to conduct a
joint effort for some real integrated action pilot
project as an “embryo” for the setting up of a CODI
(or a Housing Resource Center) in Indonesia.
Currently, the Forum consist of volunteers/
friends from the academic work, NGOs, practitioners
and some “friendly” government officials. Some of
these government officials occupy high level
positions in various offices, such as the National
Planning Board/Bappenas, Ministry of Interior,
Ministry of Housing (Lana and her boss both went to
Bangkok), Public Works (Director level), Perumnas
(the agency similar to the Metropolitan Housing
Authority) and the City of Jakarta Housing
Development, including the head of the Open Space
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of Metropolitan Jakarta.
A declaration of joint commitment had an initial meeting
on March 2008. A mailing list was developed. The Secretariat
is at the Office of Social Welfare Deputy’s office.
Good news ---- Mrs. Yani, the Jakarta Metropolitan Head
of Open Space, was recently promoted to become the “City
Development Head.” She is open to our community-based
development approach. She has challenged us to try an
Experimental Action Project in one squatter location (called
BMW/ Pappanggo Zone, North East of Jakarta). This Zone is
where most of our friends (evicted groups from under the TollWay and whose 10 of their leaders were part of the group who
visited CODI).
The head of Jakarta Metropolitan Housing Department
(Mr. Agus) has also invited us to conduct our work at his
office which, hopefully, we might move in sometime in June
2008.
Currently, we are working on an action project proposal,
which is going rather slow as most of the “core team” operates
on a “Voluntarily Basis.” The “Senior Core Group” are
supporting on an ad hoc basis while we are all working full
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time at different places (including myself).
UPC (Urban Poor Consortium) Team, lead
by July Kuswartoyo (who also went to Bangkok) are
currently conducting field survey and “community
entry” in this BMW/Papanggo area (for already 6
months now). Three separate drafts, parts of the
proposal, were done but still need synchronization
and confirmation. Mr. Jehan and I have written
papers on CODI and thinking to include the scheme
in the proposal.
Currently, we are mobilizing students and
recent graduate volunteers (part of the informal
“Barefoot Architects program”…) tapping on “Work
Practice Program” from a couple universities) to
boost the making of this proposal.
As there are no funds, not even for paper,
photocopies or “gasoline money,” a plan to
collectively collect funds from the different
participating ministries (of US $500 per Department)
has been initiated. So far the City of Jakarta, the
Ministry of Planning Board, Department of People
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Housing, Director of Human Settlement (Ministry of Social
Welfare), a Directorate from Public Work have pledged to
drop Rp5 million each (approx. US $500). A bank account will
be opened for this.
On May 30,	
  2008, the Director General of Spatial
Planning set out an informal Think Tank entity.
What is ahead?
So far, we have been working from different angles,
doing whatever works. The current focus is to move, with slow
progress, to get an Action Program Proposal for BMW/
Papanggo Zone presented to both the Ministry of Social
Welfare and the City of Metropolitan Jakarta.
The Ministry of Social Welfare has set out a working
relationship between the ministries of Housing, Public Works,
and Social Welfare and the Civil Society. He has invited us to
be part of some kind of a Think Tank advisory team with the
hope of helping our “Action Pilot” project move off the
ground.
We are hoping to develop the “embryo” for a CODI type
entity. The UN Habitat Indonesia (through Mr. Dodo
Yuliman) has been the front initiator of a similar idea. I hope
all this will merge into some concrete form. When we are a
little more “settled” internally, we would very much invite
more friends, especially the NGO’s and universities. For now,
our focus is getting the various government department/
ministries to get themselves committed to work together on
some kind of an Action Project Experiment. … as a start?
The Problem: Everything is moving slow. On the “core
team” side, we operate on a “voluntary basis” and is in an “ad
hoc” mode. We conduct most activities from our own pockets.
Lack of operation funds hampers any individual to be
committed on a serious and a full time basis. There are even

geographic concerns since Jehan
lives in Bandung, I live in Bali, Sri
Probo is mostly on the road
(between Aceh and Yogyakarta)
causing the coordination to move
slowly. Somehow, the needs have
a dilemma but the movement from
the heart may be a good start at
least.
Side Information on the
“core” team. The “core” team now
consists of the following:
•   Mrs. Innerif, one of the
leaders of “Arkom” (Community
Architects) and also representing the
Social Architect Division of the
Indonesian Architects Association
(IAI);
•   Mr. Suhadi, Ex World Bank
(retired) who has been active on Pro
Poor settlement all his life;
•   Mr. Sri Probo, (would you
probably know him?) He is Parwoto’s companion/
partner for their Community Based Housing Movement
and ex favorite student of Prof. Hasan Poerbo. He is
currently working with the World Bank;
•   Mr. July Kuswartoyo, a member of Urban Poor
Consortium (UPC). Actually also Mrs. Diah, and Mr.
Khuntho (who also were part of the CODI trip group
2007) has been one of the initiators of this effort;
•   Mr. Jehan Siregar, PhD, a faculty member on
Planning, who has been focusing on the poor all his life
(who was also part of the group who visited CODI ‘s
projects). He is now the operation Head of the Forum;
•   Mr. Amry and Mr. Fadly, consultants
(architects/planners) who have been actively
volunteering for the past years to help in squatter/
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evictions problems;
•   Mr. Dodo Yuliman, a representative of UN Habitat.
Activities, also a favorite student of Prof Hasan Poerbo;
•   Mrs. Lana W. of the Ministry of Public Housing, a long
standing activist on “housing for the poor” issues, indirectly
active and supporting from the background; and
•   myself, a community-based practitioner doing several
action projects all over Indonesia, a part of the “Barefoot
Architects” pusher (even though I am not a legal faculty member
myself in any university, but I have been going around several
universities looking into the “Architecture for the Poor”… also
teaching in Germany and Singapore.)
There are other supporters, in the background, acting as
our direct/ indirect advisors: Mr. Parwoto, Mr..
Hendropranotosuselo, Mrs. Yati Tjahyati and even some
politicians.
Currently there are 4 Architecture Students, recent
graduates, starting to be part of the Core Team who are all
volunteers.
Two Architects from Bangkok (Mr. Yanyong Boon) and
from Macau (Ms、Ines) also help us.
Regards,
Antonio

  
Letter  from  Marco  
Marco writes a follow up article after the visit of
Somsook:
1. Lana (of the Ministry of Public Housing) is
working on a list of targeted government officials for
exchange visits to be proposed to Somsook;
2. ECOSOCS
(Sri Palupi), Wardah,
Herlambang (from Trumanagara University) and
Jehan (from Bandung Institute of Technology) are
doing participatory evaluation on the Indonesian
housing experience. Coordinated by Sri Palupi;
3. The others will continue what they have been
doing: Anton with his barefoot architects and
experiment in North Jakarta, Wardah working with
communities in several areas and Abdou Maliq
Simone is assisting with research on North Jakarta.
In one way or another, these on-going initiatives are
creating networks and have connected with
government officials.
Somsook was quoted in the Jakarta Post of 16
July 2008), page 4: “Build trust among people, give
them access to funds.”
For further information:

For further information:
Marco Kusumawijaya
Antoniodesk@gmail.com
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JAPAN    
October  2008  
E.J.  Anzorena,  SJ  
  
  

Situation  of  Homeless  People  In  Japan  
Kogure Yasuhisa S.J.
  

Cooking for the Homeless in
Shibuya
Every Saturday evening, a
group of more than 30 homeless and
volunteers gather together to prepare
food for people living in the streets.
Although nobody leads the activity,
things go smoothly, step by step. The
food is prepared for around 160
people every time within a peaceful
atmosphere. This is, usually, a
spectacle of the group "Nojiren" in
Shibuya and the Mitake public park.
The cooking goes steadily on, every
week, even if typhoon or snow
comes. This is because eating is an
important reality for the homeless
companions and everybody is
conscious of that.
Consequently, many come to
  
participate in the cooking together.
People enjoy doing something together - cutting
vegetables or washing pots and people telling
jokes/old stories. Human relations are mutually built
eventually.
The first time I visited the Mitake Park was in
the year 2000. It is about 8 years ago. Today, I feel
that the basic situation of homeless people had not
changed during the last 8 years.
What has really changed? What remains the
same? I want to reflect on this, by mentioning some
concrete cases of homeless people living in the street
now.

Special Legislation for the Homeless and
Its Social Results
I stayed in Hiroshima for a while and during my
stay, I visited once a week the homeless with a local
organization. At that time, a national survey was
done (January 2003) in order to implement a

Cooking in Shibuya Mitake Public Park

legislation promulgated in July 2002 that was
supposed to assist the homeless to become self
sufficient.
Before the legislation became into effect, there
were
many
discussions
among
homeless
organizations and their supporters with regard to its
pros and cons, especially concerning these three (3)
issues.
The legislation avoids mentioning the
responsibility of the government with regards to
employment and considers only how “to get the
homeless out from the street". Doing this affects the
sense of responsibility and efforts of the homeless.
By homeless, the legislation included only those
persons sleeping and living in parks and along the
rivers, in other words, the "homeless resident in
tents."
As a result, "non-resident homeless," like those
carrying carton boxes who
sleep in different
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locations at night are not covered by
policies/activities
meant to support homeless
people. Also, those like daily workers staying in
temporary shelters or cheap inns or young people
sent daily to different jobs
and spend the
nights in "internet-coffee shops," are not covered in
the legislation.
According to Article 11, the administration
authorities managing the public parks have the duty
to take the necessary steps (compulsory evictions), in
combination with rehabilitation centers and shelters,
that promote self-assistance independence.
This legislation expired at the end of the fiscal
year 2007, when a 'revision' has to take place. A
number of homeless organizations are pointing out
the problems of this legislation and are demanding
for its complete revision.

Case Study in Tokyo:
Activities of Self-Support Centers

food, clothing and necessary daily goods. The
centers do not provide them with cash, but they offer
other goods, like tobacco.
The centers perform surveys to understand
better their situation and assess the programs they are
implementing to see whether the homeless really use
these self-support centers built for them.
As a result of the assessment done regarding
the temporary urgent shelters, the self-support
assistance centers were started in the year 2000 with
the Taito and Shinjuku Residences, followed by
Toshima, Sumida (2001) and Shibuya (2002). Four
(4) have been closed and there remain 5 centers
(Shibuya, Kita, Chuo, Suginami and Katsushika)
open. Their capacity is for about 326 persons.The
goal of the self support centers is to assist the
homeless in getting a job. The facilities can only be
used once with a 2-months limit. If you cannot find a
job within 2 months, you must get out of the
residence. Where else to go? The street is the only
place available.
"Unemployment" is the cause of homelessness
and the average age of the homeless companions
forced to live in the streets is around 60 years old.
For them, it is very difficult to find a job to afford the
rent of an apartment. The self-reliance efforts of
those workers cannot be the answer. Unless the
structural labor and social problems involved are
solved, there are no still basic solutions.

The problem of homeless visibly appeared in
Tokyo ahead of other regions, as a result of the
business slump brought about after the collapse of
the bubble economy in 1993. The Municipality of
Tokyo, even before the legislation about the
homeless was fixed, did concrete steps to establish
"policies for people living in the streets," like
compulsory evictions (1996), opening of a
provisional center in Kitashinjuku, the self-support
center (2000) and the
temporary urgent shelters
in the year 2001.
Temporary
emergency shelters were
built one after the other
since 2001. They were
the
Ota,
Itabashi,
Edogawa, Arakawa and
Chiyoda Residences. The
Ota Residence is closed
at present, but a new one
has been built in
Setagaya. Their full
capacity is for 454
persons. People of the 23
wards that live out in the
streets are temporarily
taken care of and receive
rehabilitation sessions.
As a rule, people
are allowed to stay in the
centers for a month,
Applying for social welfare from the street
receiving their daily
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Protest against Tokyu Corporation  
Shibuya Miyashita Public Park

    

  

  
The Tokyo Municipal Welfare and Health
Department is the one that implements the official
policy for the homeless people, but in fact, takes care
only of the "young people who relatively have the
capacity to find new jobs." Tokyo Municipality also
recognizes that even the residents of self-assistance
centers find it very difficult to get a stable situation
afterwards. But for the older homeless living in a
park or under a bridge, the situation is worse. When
they were younger, they worked as temporary
construction workers but when they became 60 years
old, nobody wants to hire them. The only income
they could get is from the selling of aluminum cans.
They must have a place to stock them like a hidden
corner of a public park. With this income, they can
hardly afford 3 meals a day, but somehow, they can
go on living day after day. If the Welfare officials
help a homeless person to join a "self-assistance
center," the latter needs to dismantle his tent in the
park and abandon the space to keep his aluminum
cans. In the center, even if he tries his best, at his
age, he can not find a job. After three months, he will
be told to leave the center. He would then have lost
his basic source of income - selling aluminum cans.
This is why a majority of the homeless people do not
want to use the self-support facilities.
Even if the application of the social welfare is
supposed to be universal without discrimination, for
a time the government officials illegally prevented
the use of welfare to the homeless by claiming that
"if you are a homeless person, then you should enter
the temporary urgent shelters.”
Since the end of 2007, a persistent collective
negotiation between the homeless groups, from the

areas of Sanya and Sumida and later from Shibuya,
with the Welfare centers obtained the information
that the homeless may apply for social welfare from
the street.

Case Study in Tokyo:
Homeless People Left Out of the Program
In 2004, besides the above mentioned centers
Tokyo Municipality started another program for
homeless, "The 3,000 Apartment Program." The
homeless living in tents in 5 public parks (Toyama,
Yoyogi, Ueno, Shinjuku Central and Sumida) were
selected and apartment housing with cheap rental
(Y3,000 per month) together with job opportunities
were offered to them, in order to help them to live by
themselves. However the homeless without a tent,
those who sleep in different places on cartoon boxes,
were left out from this program.
Why? The only answer is that the 3,000
Apartment Program has the definite purpose of
reducing the numbers of people living in tents. The
cheap apartment program has already entered its 3rd
phase and it is very clear that by abstaining to
provide any service to homeless people living in
tents, its purpose is just the elimination of the tents
from all public parks.

Impossibility of Survival:
Homeless Evicted from the
Underground of Shibuya Station
The officials think that if tents and cartoon
boxes disappear from their sight, society will believe
that the numbers of homeless have decreased.
Nevertheless, groups of people on the move, without
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tents, continue existing, together with those who live
in the precarious temporary shelter in construction
site or other cheap facilities run by NPO and some
mafia groups that suck the welfare funds of the
homeless.
After 22 hours, the shopping centers under the
stations close and from that time till 12 o'clock when
the shutters at the entrance of the stations close
down, the homeless has 2 hours to rest in a warm
place. But sometimes, the guards will tell them the
cleaning staff is coming or that, following the antiterrorist regulations, you cannot rest here anymore. If
they refuse, the police will be called and they need to
go outside to the cold winter streets.
One 60-year-old male homeless died frozen at
night on the street after being evicted	
  from the
Tokyu Corporation. "Homeless on the move" are
continually ejected from everywhere and die as a
beggar without people taking notice.

Homelessness is a Structural Issue
Through companies that dispatch workers to
work temporarily in other factories, work
environment has reached very low levels. Likewise
the actual numbers of these non-regular workers,
majority of them young, has exceeded 16 million in
number, which is one third of the total labor force.
Most of them are underpaid. Many do not get enough
money to rent a room and they sleep in comics and
internet cafes. The government says that there are
around 5,000 people living like this. (The NGOs say
that the number is vastly more.)
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The problems are not so visible yet, because
society thinks that "they are still young and have
families supporting them." However if they remain
single (the salary they receive is not enough to
maintain a family) and grow in age, their future
becomes bleak.
In the 90s, when old aged workers could not get
work anymore, they had to get out from the labor
shelters to live in the streets. A similar future is
awaiting these young workers. The situation is now
getting more serious.
In December 2007, Tokyo Municipal City
announced a new program for homeless. The normal
interpretation would be a program for every
homeless people, but the Tokyo officials limited the
homeless concept by the following definition:
"Unstable workers are those who have lost their
homes and are staying at night in internet cafes and
other similar shops with comics and go from there to
unstable jobs.” Street dwellers are excluded. Based
on the above definition, the Municipality is able to
release statistics with smaller number of homeless
people.
For further information:
Kogure Yasuhisa S.J.
selasj@kiwi.ne.jp  
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MONGOLIA  
October  2008  
E.J.  Anzorena,  SJ  
  
  

UDRC  Progress  in  Mongolia  
  
  
The Urban Development Resource Center
(UDRC) is doing well. Network meetings have been
held in two places Darkhan (central region) and
Gobi-Altai (western region). In June, we are
planning to have eastern region meeting in Suhbaatar
aimag (province) for five (5) provinces.
Saving groups became more self confident for
their common scaled up activities. They have
initiated a small cooperative for housing construction
and improvement by using cement blocks, windows,
doors and pedestrian tiles that they produced
themselves. Now there are 101 saving groups with
197 subgroups running their activities among 1,278
households in 13 provinces. Total amount of saving
has reached 24.8 million tugrug (US$ 21,400).
Loans for about 18.2 million tugrug (US$
15,700) were given for improvement of their
environment to saving groups who duplicated said
amount for about 10 million tugrug for housing
improvement loans. More than 80 trainings were
given to about 6,000 residents, to improve their
capacity to improve their living environment.
Initiated by the saving groups 42 small scale ger
(tent) area improvement project have also been
completed successfully.

Planned activities for the near future:

•   Based on the experiences and lessons learned
from the existing saving groups in the ger (tent),
replicate the best practices to other ger areas through
the regional and local network;
•   Support the community initiated housing
improvement program;
•   Support the community-based small-scale

entrepreneurships/income generating initiatives
related with housing;
•   Support community initiated small scale
projects;
•   Expand activities of the community
development fund for improving ger area living
conditions including housing improvement micro
loans; and
•   Strengthening
the
capacity
of
the
existing community saving groups.
I believe in the principle "better quality than
quantity." UDRC did not create saving groups
everywhere. The instructors/teachers for others will
be the one to manage existing successful saving
groups. They have told me that they want to share
their successes and benefits of being together with
others.
We have succeeded in including the savings
group module in the ADB (Asian Development
Bank) project in 4 aimags (provinces) as a tool for
community-based urban upgrading soft part. The
budget is very little but the fact that they have

The Urban Development Resource Center in Mongolia has received
the Japan Housing Association IYSH Memorial Encouragement Prize.
Congratulations!!!
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included it is important. Due to UDRC initiative, a
new subject “Community based urban planning and
upgrading” was included in the curriculum in the
School of Architecture and Urban Planning of the
Mongolian National University Science and
Technology.
One of the UDRC young staff had a serious illness
(cancer). She had an operation and is to undergo
radiation and chemotherapy. We tried our best to
save her life. Hope she will get better.
Thanks again for your continuous support and
kind cooperation.
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Best regards,
Enhe

For further information:
UDCR
Enkhbayar Tsedendorj (Enhe)
house@mobinet.mn
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PAKISTAN  
October  2008  
E.J.  Anzorena,  SJ  

Only  Questions,  No  Answers  
Arif Hasan
(08 July 2008)

I belong to a generation that has lived through
many periods of hope: hope that was shattered again
and again. One of the reasons why hopes generated
in such periods were never realised was our strategic
geo-political location and the failure of our
leadership (such as there was) and society to come
together and understand this reality, and on that basis
develop a common vision of what our country stood
for, how it was to be governed and how it should
relate to powerful external interests who have
constantly been knocking at our door. As such, the
hopes that the movement for reform and democracy
that were generated in the last year and a half were
not shared by me. There was an element of deja-vu
in all this, a fear of another betrayal, the likelihood of
another failure. I tried to stay quiet at the enthusiasm

of my younger friends and colleagues while
discussing politics; I did not write for newspapers
unlike in earlier periods of hope; and I did not appear
on TV channels to discuss political issues in spite of
several invitations. Every morning I opened the
newspapers with fear in my heart. Many of my
friends, who belong to the same generation as me,
had similar feelings.
However, I continued to read the news and the
beautifully and often emotionally and well-argued
analysis that has appeared in the press. I also listened
with interest to the informative conversations and
discussions on various news channels until they
became repetitive; the same experts, politicians and
lawyers saying the same things with increasingly less
conviction and clarity, to the same few anchors.
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Today, there is an element of surrealism in reading
the press and listening to the TV. The news we
receive is increasingly contradictory and so is the
analysis. Much of it is of fragments of our larger
problems which have already been discussed to
death.
There are so many questions that I, like other
Pakistanis I am sure, would like to have answers to. I
would like to know who is really in power, what are
the policies of our government rather than what
appears on the surface, what are the conflicts
between the different organs of the state and why,
who is fighting who in the border regions and to
what end, and what are the objectives of the great
powers and our neighbours who are actively
involved in our internal affairs and whose interests
have so often determined the course of events in our
country? Reading and listening to the media, I get
totally different answers to these questions, answers
that are not simply contradictory but poles apart;
answers that are disturbing and give no hope for the
future. Given the nature of these answers can the
country have a coherent political establishment or an
effective movement for reform and democracy?
However, one thing is clear from news and its
analysis that without a consensus between the
Americans, Pakistan army and the elected political
establishment, there can be no peace in Pakistan. But
it is also clear that such a consensus cannot last for
there is a clash of interests between the army and the
Americans, the political establishment and the army,
and the Americans and the political establishment.
Overtly they cooperate with each other but covertly
they pursue their own agendas, to the extent they
can, because of pressure from their different
constituencies. So, the consensus cannot last, as we
have seen, and for the time that it does it can only do
so through coercion, buying and selling of loyalties,
constitutional deviations masquerading as national
interest and covert deals with the Americans; in
short, everything that destroys the unity of our
federation, the fabric of our society, the effectiveness
of our institutions and undermines our sovereignty.
We are, as the Americans say, caught between a rock
and a hard place. Our position is similar to that of
Noradom Schianok during the height of the Viet
Nam War and in spite of all his brilliance he could
not prevent that war from engulfing Cambodia. How
are we to get out of this impasse?
The other issue is also disturbing. Some of the
local and international press and think-tanks have
indicated that they think that the NATO troops in
Afghanistan will tire and the Talibaan will control
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the south and east of the country. They feel that
when this happens the Talibaan will take with them
certain areas of the border regions of Pakistan. If this
happens then what will happen to our federation and
how will the Americans secure the Baloch frontier –
something they are bound to attempt? Also, this state
of affairs can only come about after a major
escalation of the war in Afghanistan and in the
border regions of Pakistan. Karachi is required to
make this escalation possible for oil, food and other
supplies required for the troops in Afghanistan can
only be supplied through this city. Does the recent
statement of the Karachi Nazim, reported in the
press, that the geography of the city and the country
will change in the future have something to do with
this line of thinking? It has to be remembered that
Karachi was conquered by the British for the purpose
of supplying men and material to British troops in
Afghanistan to prevent Czarist Russia from reaching
the Arabian Sea. In the First World War it was the
headquarters for British intervention in Central Asia
and in the Second World War support to the eastern
front was provided from this city. Again, during the
Afghan War against the Soviets, it played the same
role. Given these realities, how will all this effect (or
is effecting) the politics of the city and hence of
Pakistan in general and the rest of Sindh in
particular? Does the battle for turf in Karachi, the
violence associated with it and the bomb blasts of 8
July 2008 have something to do with this issue?
Truthful answers to the questions that have been
posed in this piece are important. Without them there
can be no effective policy to overcome the crisis we
are in. Without them people cannot be mobilised for
change and without them hopes cannot be realised
and the reasons why hopes have not materialised in
the past cannot be understood. For reform and
change, Pakistan needs a commission for truth and
reconciliation on the lines of South Africa. We need
to wash ourselves clean, however, painful this may
be. However, this poses two more questions; one, is
it possible to have such a commission in the situation
we are in today? And two, if not, what sort of
political movement is required to make this possible
other than anarchy and conflict leading to the reorganisation of the state?
For further information:
Arif Hasan
Arch. Arif Hasan
arifhasan@cyber.net.pk  
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Water  Supply  in  Karachi  
  

OPP-RTI (Orangi Pilot Project-Research &
Training Institute) has initiated a Karachi’s water
supply plan with the focus to facilitate the water
access to the poor. This plan is done in partnership
with the Karachi Government engineers, OPP-RTI
(Orangi Pilot Project-Research & Training Institute),
CBOs and communities. A research report has been
completed in February 2008 by Parween Rahman (in
www.oppinstitutions.org).
The report findings, the problems and the
solutions have been disseminated in three popular
newspapers and in a TV documentary and it has been
presented to the KWSB (Karachi Water and
Sewerage Board), the URC (Urban Research
Center)/OPP-RTI and different fora to the
community members and other citizens.
The research shows: the deficient distribution of
potable water in Karachi.

Source of Supply

MGD. If the demand from the higher income
population (20% of total population) is included, i.e.
an extra 15g/p/d, the total demand comes to 601
MGD.

Towns Quota
Orangi, Gadap, Baldia, Jamshed, Site, North
Karachi and Gulshan get 30-57% of their quota;
others get about 60-100%. Cantonment gets 100%,
while the Defense Housing Authority gets 133%.

Supply for Industrial Areas
The sweet water requirement for industries
ranges from 100-145 MGD. About 90% of the
needs are met through the tanker supplies, i.e. 90131 MGD. It appears therefore that the KWSB’s
quota does not reach the industrial areas.
Enough sweet water (665 MGD) is available
but it is necessary to find solution to some priority
issues:

There are two sources of water
supply in Karachi. River Indus
supplies 645 MGD (million gallons
per day) and the Hub Dam supplies
about 50 MGD. The total water
supply is 695 MGD. However, 30
MGD are supplied to the Steel mills
and Port Qasim before the water
reaches the Dhabeji pumping station
leaving the city with 665 MGD.

Demand
Karachi’s population is 16
million and with a minimum
requirement of 20 gallons per day. It
results in 320 MGD. The industries
need an average of 123 MGD; and, for
other uses the calculated average is
110 MGD. The total comes to 553
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•   Siphoning of 272 MGD (41%) of water
from the bulk distribution: Its supply through
tankers and sale on profit, generates an estimated Rs.
49.6 billion – the profitable parallel supply.
•   Electricity breakdowns: The frequent
breakdown of the electricity sends the pumping system
into chaos and the supply schedule into a spin.
•   KWSB’s organizational difficulties: Lack
of technical staff, meager maintenance budget, lack
of recovery of water/sewerage tax from GOP and the
financial dependence on government, i.e. subsidy for
financing the managerial and development expenses.
Problems 2 & 3 are linked to KWSB’s
managerial and financial difficulties which are
intrinsically linked to issue 1.

Solutions
Bulk distribution system is a strategic asset, so
it has to be considered to be such. Siphoning has to
be stopped on war
footing.
KWSB has the
responsibility
and
technical capacity to
undertake the plugging
of the bulk distribution,
while Nazims (Town,
district heads) have to
play
the
political role of
ensuring that the bulk
distribution
remains
unhampered.
Mega
management is needed.
This would enable the
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provision of water to all at an
affordable humane cost as already
detailed, while making KWSB a
solvent institution.
Metering of bulk supply is
essential. This will assist in
checking the siphoning and
ensuring that towns get their share.
Once the water reaches the towns
its distribution can be handled by
TMAs and UCs and be linked to
the recovery of water taxes within
towns. The siphoning and technical
leakages within town can then be
handled. Quotas to towns can be
revised considering the current
population and its needs, unlike the
present quota.
Efforts for metering the bulk
distribution have always been made by KWSB. The
latest push was about a year back and still continues
at present. However, there is no implementation.
Official supplies through tankers should revert
to KWSB. The supply by rangers has not solved the
problem. Instead, the system has become prone to
siphoning. KWSB and the elected Nazims has to be
responsible and accountable for managing this
supply. Since last year there are CDGK orders for
the same. However, the handing over has always
been delayed.
The frequent breakdown of the electricity can be
solved thru independent power plants for bulk supply
and for the town level pumping stations
The report shows that it is not the poor who is
stealing water and causing leakages. It is the organized
and well financed groups in league with the police,
paramilitary (rangers) and the politicians that siphon
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272 MGD from the bulk supply. This loss amounts to
Rs 49.6 billion annually. This is about nine times the
annual budget (Rs. 5.3 billion) of the KWSB, which
ironically can only raise half of its budget and the rest
needs to be subsidized by the government.
(The

complete

report

is

available

in

www.oppinstitutions.org)  
  
  

For further information:
Parween Rahman
Orangi Pilot Project- Research and Training
Institute
Plot NO.ST-4, Sector 5/A, Qasba Colony
Manghopir Road, Karachi-75800。Pakistan
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Land  and  Services  for  1,200  Families    
(The  Moray  Technical  Institute:    
Society,  Technology  and  Development)  
  

The Morat Technical Institute is helping to
improve the conditions of the habitat of the citizens
living in areas of extreme poverty.
Moray has a long history of supporting informal
settlements. This includes the large settlement of
Huaycan, which has been recorded in Selavip
Newsletter from March 1988 onwards.
In this project, Moray is helping 1,200
households living in several settlements of the
district “La Ventanilla” to produce the technical
documents to formalize the ownership of the land
and to obtain the services of water, drainage and
electricity.
Ventanilla is a district of the Constitutional
Province of Callao in Peru and one of the six districts
that comprise the port city of Callao. It covers more
than half of the province's territory. It is Callao's
largest district.
Moray is helping them by producing the
technical papers to formalize the ownership of the
property and to obtain the basic services of water,
drainage and electricity. Moray is also promoting the
participation of the local actors to obtain this goals. It
will build 50 houses in the first phase of the project

In the Conventions, the Action Plan and the
responsibilities of Moray, the communities and the
City were clarified. The requirements to obtain the
government subsidy for housing were also explained.
These requirements include the title of the property,

The Process
Moray had to first obtain from Selavip
Foundation financial support for the project.
The project proposal and the joint Plan of
Action between the local authorities, the public
enterprises and the people of the settlements
involved were then presented, evaluated, approved
and signed in the conventions of each of the involved
settlements.
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the presence of water utilities, drainage and
electricity and a minimum savings of New Sols
1,190.00 (US$406)
The municipality has also signed the agreement.
The following is the situation of the project in
each of the settlements:
•   In Ciudadela Pachacutec the leaders of the
settlement Cerro Cachito have negotiated	
  with the
Regional Government of Callao and obtained the
property titles for the settlement. They have negotiated
and got from the Peru’s state-owned water utility
“Sedapal” the provision of water in several places of
the settlement. They are now negotiating the provision
of electricity;
•   In Virgen de Fatima、102 families have gotten
the possession of 90 square meter plots from the
Municipality;
•   In the sorrounding areas of the Central Part of
the District Ventanilla around 60 new settlements were
formed.
The National Government has included in its
year 2008 budget the provision of water and drainage
in the the formal settlements. The Municipality has
asked Moray to produce the documents for the
formalization of the property and for the
implementation of the basic services in the informal
settlements.
Moray was able to present the documents for
the following settlements:
•   Israel El maestro
•   Viña del Mar
•   Los Girasoles
•   15 de Julio
•   13 de Noviembre
•   Jesús de Nazareth
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•   Monte de Sinaí
Through the work of the Moray Technical
Institute, the Municipality of Callao has provided
these settlements a provisional record of possession
of land and with this document these settlements
were able to be incorporated in the water distribution
plan that is being implemented. Moray is now busy
preparing the documents to formalize the ownership
of the property in order that these settlements will
not lose the opportunity to get the basic services.

Problems in the Implementation
Some of the occupied land by the settlers was
not suitable, some with sand that is 2-3 meters deep.
The water utility company Sedapal wanted stability
in the pipelines. To solve this problem, Moray
worked with Sedapal, in some cases relocating some
families to other sites of the settlement and in other
cases modifying the master plan.
In the settlement Israel el Maestro there existed
a network of informal electrical connections that
covered this settlement of precarious houses. As this
is a fire hazard, the local authorities objected to its
regularization. The problem was solved when Moray
designed a provisional electric network approved by
the authorities but implemented by the people
themselves.
For further information:
Carlos Armas Robles
Instituto-Sociedad-Tecnologia y
Desarrollo Moray
  institutomoray@yahoo.es  
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Sub-Prime  Mortgages  and  the  CMP  
By Teodoro K. Katigbak
Former Chair, Housing and Urban Development
Coordinating Council

Almost twenty years ago, in a squatter
settlement in Taguig called Joseph Sitt, a program
with the prosaic name of Community Mortgage
Program was launched.
The name was chosen on purpose in order to
cloak with the mantle of financial respectability what
was in reality a risky social undertaking: long-term
mortgage loans to squatters, or in the more politically
correct term: “informal settlers.”
We now hear that the financial world is reeling
because of sub-prime mortgages. How much lower
than sub-prime are loans to squatters?
And yet, after 20 years there is this inexplicable
statistic: of all loans of all past housing programs of
all the government financing agencies, the best
repayment record is that of the Community Mortgage
Program.
We extol, and with great justification, the
housing program of Gawad Kalinga. But GK can
only go where the problem of land tenure of the
squatters has been resolved. And GK can not be
supported by international social lenders or NGOs
because beneficiaries are not required to pay for their
houses. And so, we must give great credit for their
accomplishments to the GK organization, their
primary religious backers – the Couples For Christ

movement, and their institutional, corporate and
individual donors.
In contrast, CMP beneficiaries have to: a)
organize and form legal associations, b) determine
group affordability through socio-economic surveys,
c) undertake structure mapping and allocation of land
areas, d) negotiate with land owners, e) arrange longterm mortgage financing, f) secure the necessary
government approvals and licenses, and g) effect
collection
and
repayment
of
individual
amortizations. At the second phase of the program,
the occupied lots are surveyed and titles issued to
individual members.
Moreover, unlike GK which can only operate
where housing sites have been donated, CMP is now
being implemented in all our highly-urbanized cities
and municipalities in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao.
While a single GK organization implements
their program, a nation-wide group of NGOs are
assisting urban poor groups applying for the
program. In addition, groups from third-world
countries in Asia and Africa have come here to study
the program and launch their own versions of it.
Why is the CMP in such great demand?
Here are some reasons:
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1) CMP addresses only the most pressing
problem – legal land tenure. (Experience has shown
that once land ownership is achieved, self-help basic
services and home improvement capacities
surprisingly follow.)
2) CMP is undertaken directly by the
beneficiaries. (NHA or any other branch of
government does not participate in land acquisition
or site development.)
3) Both landowners and informal settlers
benefit. (In many cases, landowners have received no
benefit from their property for twenty or more years,
while the settlers have been for the same period
under constant threat of eviction.)
4) The CMP has the best cost-benefit ratio of
any government social program. (The land areas
occupied by individual families are so small that
even at current market values per square meter,
monthly amortizations are affordable even to the
urban poor.)
5) Probably most important of all, CMP
beneficiaries are not uprooted away from their places
of employment, schooling, family and friends.
It must be said, however, that the CMP has still
not solved its major problem: it still takes two years
from loan application to payment of the land being
purchased. Consequently, there is an ever-growing
backlog of pending applications and thwarted
dreams. It appears the current CMP implementors
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are still viewing the program as a financial (subprime?) instrument rather than as government’s most
cost-effective social program for the urban poor.
Nevertheless, credit must be given to those
responsible for having given security of land tenure
to almost 200 thousand families.
And so, as we approach CMP’s 20th
anniversary, I would like to pay tribute to the
following: 1) Bimbo Fernandez of Cebu’s pioneering
Pantabayayong, Bill Keyes of Freedom to Build and
Fr. Jorge Anzorena (Magsaysay awardee) of Selavip
whose work inspired CMP’s creation; 2) the late
Chuck Doble while in HIGC and Monchet Albert
while in NHMFC for CMP’s implementing
mechanics; 3) Sonny Belmonte while in GSIS and
Joey Cuisia while in SSS for their courage in
providing initial funding for the program; and 4) the
congressional housing committee chairs, Amado
Bagatsing and Pong Biazon for their much
appreciated budgetary support for the program.
May their tribe increase.
For further information:
Teodoro K. Katigbak
Chair, Urban Poor Associates,
Chair, Foundation For the Development
dorykatigbak@gmail.com
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From  the  Editor:  
FDUP  and  the  CMP  20  years  
CONGRATULATIONS  
  
  
  
  

It is the 20th Year Anniversary of both the
Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor
(FDUP). CMP is a good program. FDUP is a good
non-government organization. Together they have
done much with the urban poor in the Philippines.
It seems just like yesterday. One day around 20
years ago upon arriving from Japan to the Ateneo de
Manila from the airport I found almost 20 persons
waiting for me. These included Fr. Manny Sares,
Ana Oliveros, Apple Quizon, Merian Valenzuela and
Bimbo Fernandez.
We sat in a round table. Teodoro Katigbak from
the President Aquino administration had established
the Community Mortgage Program (CMP). The
group wanted today to create an NGO, the
Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor
(FDUP) to implement the Program in Metro Manila.
All of them were volunteers and Selavip provided
them a little money to support for a while the salaries
of their community organizers.
20 years have gone and more than 200,000
squatter families from all over the country have been
able to own the land were they are living because the
government through the CMP has paid the land to
the owners and the people are repaying in affordable
amounts.
Many
organizations
are
helping
the
communities to originate the proposals to the
government: NGOs, private groups, local authorities,
community organizations. However one network, the
CMP Congress (from now on Congress), has in my
view the biggest impact in the program. The NGOs
of the Congress cover the main regions of the
country and FDUP has been its Coordinator from the
very beginning.
The CMP being the main tool to regularize land
in a country were the land is concentrated in so few
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hands resulting in so many squatters all over the
country is very attractive to the NGOs who want to
help in this problem. The government is giving an
average long term loan of 50,000 pesos loan to each
family participant, with a very low interest. Security
of tenure gives the thousands of urban poor families
a sense of dignity and well being, and these
organized communities are developing further their
neighborhoods.
However the CMP is not sustainable on the part
of the NGOs originating these mortgages. The NGO
relates for years with the communities through the
community organizers and the government is
providing an origination fee of only PhP 1,000 per
member, which does not cover all the expenses.
The Congress through FDUP asked Misereor,
Selavip and others to support these NGOs, mainly
for the salaries of the community organizers to run
the program.
The FDUP also demanded efficiency from the
NGOs. Each NGO should get a certain number of
approved beneficiaries every year to qualify for the
support.
For instance in the case of Selavip’s support for
the salaries of 21 community organizers, the
Congress obtained thousands of families approved
funds from CMP and for Selavip the cost to facilitate
a family the land acquisition through the Congress
cost only about US$5.
A very important role of the FDUP with the
Congress has been advocacy. When a new
government administration tried to close the CMP
program, the Congress mobilized communities from
all over the country to protect the Program.
The Congress is also working hard to improve
the delivery of the CMP by the inefficient
implementing agency. They prepared an operations
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manual to facilitate the efficiency of the agency.
They successfully pushed for the creation of the
Social Housing Finance Corporation and they are
now calling for the decentralization of the CMP to
efficient local authorities and so on. The organization
of the Urban Poor Alliance (UP-All) has joined the
efforts of the Congress
The members of the Congress also promote the
direct purchase of land and the concrete
implementation of the Presidential Proclamations for
the release of land to the communities.
FDUP has assisted more than 7,000 families
secure tenure and decent housing. It is planning
housing projects for more than 1,800 families. It has
completed a joint survey with the UP-All Gulod for
their barangay in Quezon City to improve their
neighborhood. A project on solid waste management,
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recycling, composting, urban farming and alternative
health will be started in September 2008 for this
barangay. A similar survey for 2 barangays, one in
Quezon City and another in Caloocan City have also
started.
Congratulations to FDUP, to the CMP Congress
and all their staff and supporters for all the work
done in 20 years!!!
For further information
Foundation for the Development
of the Urban Poor (FDUP)
Ana R. Oliveros
48 Alvarez Street, Project 4
Quezon City. 1109, Philippines
fdup88@gmail.com
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Piloting  the  Localized    
Community  Mortgage  Program    
(LCMP)  in  Naga  City  
August 2008
Dear Fr. Jorge,
SELAVIP is currently supporting FDUP’s
(Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor) project
to provide assistance to Naga City for the piloting of the
Localized CMP. The SELAVIP project intends to:
provide technical support to the stakeholders in the pilot cities:
LGUs, POs and NGOs; document the processes and
recommend policy and procedural reforms in the LCMP
scheme; facilitate the securing of land tenure to urban poor
communities to be targetted by the pilot cities of the LCMP
scheme; and, conduct a City Sharing conference for exchanges
to promote the LCMP scheme and encourgage more LGUs to
adopt it.
FDUP is currently training CMP Homeowners
Association as potential pilot projects to be processed by the
City under the LCMP. It is also mentoring a local CO with
the aim of eventually forming a Naga-based NGO which can
be accredited as a CMP originator. The John J. Carroll
Institute on Church and Social Issues (JJCICSI) was
contracted to do the actual process documentation of the
activities undertaken by the various LCMP implementers, i.e.
Social Housing Finance Corporation (SHFC), City of
Naga, CMP HOAs, and FDUP local CO.
The SELAVIP project also provides a fora for
continued advocacy for the improvement of the LCMP by way
of holding quarterly assessments. To date, two quarterly
assessments have been conducted at the SHFC with the
participation of Naga City Mayor Jesse Robredo, the City’s
Budget Officer, Head of the Urban Poor Affairs Office
(UPAO), JJCICSI, Luzon CMP Network, COPE
Foundation and FDUP.
Below we share with you the report of the JJCICSI on
the process documentation of the LCMP in Naga City.
Warm regards,
Ana

Process Documentation of the
Localized Community Mortgage
Program in Naga City
The national government is admittedly beset
with a host of problems ranging from administrative
inefficiency to financial inadequacy that the benefits
of its programs and projects are limited and their
delivery often fraught with delays. The provision of
decent housing and security of tenure to the urban
poor is not an exception. Yet, we recognize that the
national government cannot do the job alone.
Different means of housing and providing
secure tenure to the poor have been made available,
each with its own innovations to make it more
accessible to target beneficiaries. Aside from
resettlement programs and
declaration
of
government-owned lands for open disposition, the
Community Mortgage Program (CMP) as an
innovative scheme is becoming popular in the
Philippines. Started in 1989, low-income families
living informally on privately-owned lands are given
the opportunity to purchase the lot through a
community mortgage. Employing the concept of
community ownership, a community or homeowners
association will act as a borrower. Once the
association is qualified and the requirements are
completed, the Social Housing Finance Corporation
(SHFC), the government-owned corporation
administering the program, will pay the landowner.
The beneficiaries will then amortize the amount to
SHFC for a maximum term of 25 years at 6%
interest. As of 2007, CMP has loaned almost PhP7
billion to secure the tenure of more than 193,000
informal settler families in the country, mostly
concentrated in Metro Manila. With a relatively low
average monthly amortization and interest rate
compared to other housing programs, CMP makes
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acquisition of secure tenure within the reach of the
poor.

Localized CMP
Shelter financing undergoes a great deal of
processes that it necessitated the SHFC to introduce
the Localized CMP. Aside from making the program
more focused to the specific housing needs at the
local level, LCMP was also developed in light of the
Local Government Code of 1991 and the Urban
Housing and Development Act (UDHA) of 1992
which both gave the local governments the
responsibility in dealing with local housing
problems. Empowerment of the local units in
addressing its shelter need is the greater objective.
Under this scheme, the local government can
apply for an Omnibus Commitment Line (OCL) to
SHFC to help its informal settler families acquire the
property they occupy. The OCL, with an amount not
more than P50 million, can be extended to the
qualified local government unit, although this will
comprise only 75 percent of the total land acquisition
cost. The remaining 25 percent will be shouldered by
the LGU as counterpart contribution. This
counterpart can be: land owned by the LGU to serve
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as site of the project, co-financing of the lot
acquisition, or site development of residential units
or Medium Rise Residential Buildings (MRRBs).
LCMP is on its initial stages of encouraging
local governments to adopt it. One of the first cities
to embark on implementing the LCMP is Naga City
in the province of Camarines Sur, 377 kilometers
southeast of Manila. A bustling urban hub in the
Bicol Region, Naga City has a population of 137,810
(as of 2000). With an annual population growth rate
of 1.65, Naga City will be home to more than
160,000 persons by 2010. Based on this projection,
housing backlog (double-up households, units that
need replacement, informal settlers/landless and the
homeless) is estimated at 8,197. Forty-eight percent
of this backlog or 3,972 households are estimated to
be informal settlers. The local government
acknowledges that with its growing urban population
comes the challenge of housing provision, and
LCMP is just one appropriate and timely solution.
Known to effectively respond to its housing backlog
with its comprehensive shelter plan and compliance
with the UDHA requirement of identifying land for
socialized housing, the probability that Naga City
will succeed in adopting LCMP appears clear.
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Documenting the Case of Naga City
As a potential model for other cities and
municipalities with huge informal settler population,
the John J. Carroll Institute on Church and Social
Issues (JJCICSI), a research NGO based at the
Ateneo de Manila University, embarked on a
research project that will document the
implementation of LCMP in Naga City. The research
project aims to produce a record of the actual events,
activities and processes involved in localizing the
CMP in the city. Another expected output of the
project is a city-wide process map indicating the
logic of different processes and the stakeholders and
actors involved as well as how LCMP relates to the
local housing situation and with other social housing
initiatives of the local government. In sync with the
actual implementation, factors facilitating and
hindering the localization process and the
achievement of the identified activity milestones are
also taken into account. Also documented for making
appropriate recommendations are the critical issues
and relevant lessons that arise along the way for the

review and improvement of the CMP localization
guidelines.
The research utilizes two analytical tools: a
process map and a stakeholders analysis. The first
framework maps all relevant or related processes and
efforts in Naga such as land acquisition, resettlement,
and eviction. The project team follows the tasks
undertaken and decisions made by the involved
stakeholders namely the local government unit of
Naga City (LGU), concerned non-government
organizations (NGOs), affected communities
represented by their homeowners’ associations
(HOAs) and the SHFC. Through a process map, the
CMP localization can be properly contextualized.
Moreover, progress is tracked vis-à-vis pre-identified
activity milestones during each quarter.
A stakeholders analysis, on the other hand,
looks into the motivations behind the participation of
each actor involved in the implementation of the
project particularly the local government: Who stand
to benefit? Who stand to lose? What interests are
pursued given the resources they hold? The
experience at the local level will also be useful
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especially when seen vis-à-vis the national objectives
of providing decent housing to the poor and landless:
At what point do the objectives of the local and the
national converge? On what objectives and policies
do they differ? Answers to these questions are
expected to be elicited as the implementation of
LCMP progresses.
Data are gathered through interviews with key
informants, process observations, focus groups
discussions and review of documents and records.
After every four months, a feedback session is
conducted to assess the performance of each
stakeholder. To date, two feedback sessions have
been conducted with each stakeholder properly
represented.

Status of LCMP in Naga City
It was envisioned that the setting into motion of
LCMP in Naga City will be completed within a year
(hence the one-year timeframe the process
documentation also follows). However, introducing a
new scheme on housing loan is not always without
flaws especially if it is only on its preliminary stages
of development. In the first six months of LCMP in
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Naga City, each stakeholder had to confront different
challenges which made them accomplish their
activity milestones slowly but nonetheless surely.
The research team documented these activities, and
while activity milestones leveled-off at the beginning
of the project were not completed on time as
planned, all stakeholders appear to be on the right
track.
Naga LGU. The city council or Sanggunian has
approved the LCMP enrollment of the city and the
accompanying budget for the Urban Poor Affairs
Office (UPAO), the main unit to oversee the
implementation of LCMP. It was after a series of
deliberation that the city finally decided to apply for
LCMP. At first, Naga City, thru Mayor Jesse M.
Robredo, raised reservations on some terms and
conditions of LCMP. In a letter sent to the Vice
President Noli de Castro, also the chairperson of the
Housing and Urban Development Coordinating
Council (HUDCC), Mayor Robredo enumerated his
concerns which generally centered on the seeming
unattractiveness of LCMP compared to the regular
CMP as the former shifts the burden and the risks to
LGUs. Among the issues raised by Naga City were
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the loss of incentives as the LGU can not be an
originator (an originator usually gets 2% of the loan
amount) and is required to provide guarantees to
secure the LCMP loan, a financial risk Naga City
understandably wishes to avoid.
SHFC immediately responded to the concerns
of Mayor Robredo and the clarifications it provided
led to the enrollment of Naga to LCMP. Constant
communication between the two has been
instrumental in assuring the city government that the
SHFC will extend its hand in the implementation of
LCMP. While the 2% processing fee to be given to
Naga is still subject to the approval of SHFC, the
latter has granted the request of Naga City that the
requirement of a guaranty be replaced by a
performance warranty (which amount will be
returned to the LGU after SHFC certifies that the
review and processing of the project documents have
been done in accordance with the guidelines). The
first two feedback sessions were also useful venues
to settle these issues and to come up with actions
amenable to the parties involved.
With the help of the Community Organization
for the Philippine Enterprise (COPE), a Naga-based
NGO, and after a tedious selection process which
involved data gathering and capability assessment,
the city has also selected five (5) on-site pilot sites
for LCMP. These are:
•   San Antonio HOA with 115 beneficiaries
•   Canda HOA with 120 beneficiaries
•   Froyalde HOA with 54 beneficiaries
•   LBC HOA with 39 beneficiaries
•   Delrohomvill with 250 beneficiaries
While the total of 578 would-be beneficiary
families of the pilot stage of the LCMP would hardly
make a dent on the city’s housing backlog of 8,181,
the city government, with its formal application
submitted to SHFC, has acknowledged LCMP as one
of its main approaches in housing and secure tenure
provision.
SHFC. On the other hand, SHFC has reviewed
the prequalification requirements submitted by Naga
City. The SHFC, in its July 2008 Credit Committee,
has approved its application. This will be elevated to
the Board for its notification. It now awaits the
submission by the City of its application for an
Omnibus Commitment Line for the five projects.
Nonetheless, training modules on LCMP for the
LGU have been developed and schedules for the
trainings and mentoring activities have been set.
NGO. As of this writing, no NGO has been
identified to act as originator. The city council is yet
to come up with a systematic procedure for the

selection and accreditation of NGOs who will
eventually provide technical and legal assistance to
the community associations as they go through the
CMP process.
Even so, community organizers from the
Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor
(FDUP), an NGO which has assisted a number of
CMP projects as originator, has provided mentoring
and training assistance to officers of community
organizations targeted to be applied for LCMP.
Modules were prepared and used for orientations
(reblocking issues, site development, monumenting)
and leadership training seminars for key officers of
the HOAs. Some of the HOAs have created
committees relevant once LCMP starts. The
Foundation for Development Alternatives (FDA)
provided orientation on LCMP collection
mechanism. The Philippine Undertaking for Social
Housing (PUSH) also presented alternative schemes
for the building up of the City’s social housing fund
and create structures that will improve the collections
of loans. These social preparation and community
organization activities are indeed essential to ensure
that LCMP will run smoothly once it begins.
FDUP, together with the Luzon CMP Network
also conducted an orientation of the LCMP and the
roles of the various stakeholders: Naga City, NGOs
and POs.
HOAs. As with any community intervention,
consultation is of utmost priority and an inseparable
requirement. For the LCMP in Naga, some of the
HOAs identified for the project have been oriented
on LCMP by volunteer NGOs like FDUP, FDA, and
the COPE. Surveys for the subdivision plan in some
sites are yet to be completed while those with
completed surveys have closed deals with the land
owner. In contrast to the regular CMP, HOAs under
LCMP are practically relieved of the tedious task of
going back and forth to SHFC’s main office in
Manila, and this is one of the program’s appealing
features. So far, the San Antonio HOA has approved
a resolution expressing their willingness to join
LCMP and to undertake a Memorandum of
Agreement with FDUP, the organization they chose
to be their originator. With the full support of the
local government to LCMP, the rest of the HOAs
identified for LCMP are expected to follow suit.

LCMP Advocacy
The case of Naga City, albeit on its initial
phase, has thus far provided insights that would help
further improve the LCMP guidelines. The first two
quarterly feedback sessions surfaced issues central to
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advocating LCMP and which may well be adopted
by SHFC. Among are the following:
The financial risk caused by the required
guaranty or collateral (internal revenue allotment and
other income of the LGU) has been replaced by a 6month performance warranty to be returned to the
Naga City after SHFC’s post audit has been
completed and that the LGU’s work conformed to
the LCMP guidelines;
The current LCMP guidelines state that SHFC
may give a 1% or 2% service fee. The guidelines do
not define when an LGU will qualify for a 2%
service fee. SHFC gave no official commitment yet
on the 2% service fee to be given to the LGU as an
incentive, but has expressed openness to the request
of Naga City for a 2% service fee. This will be
considered in the completion of the implementing
guidelines of LCMP particularly on the CER
(collection efficiency rate) benchmark. Naga City
thought that a 100% CER preferred by SHFC would
be unrealistic and burdensome. It instead suggested a
benchmark of at least 90% which SHFC pledged to
evaluate.
In the case of Naga City who has bridge
financed some of the CMP projects, a pari passu
scheme will be pursued to cover the 25% City
counterpart. A pari passu ensures equal rights in
pursuing its share on the collateral party. Any one of
the party, i.e. SHFC or the City of Naga can initiate
foreclosure proceedings.
Aside from these
incentives, flexibility
of
new
CMP
guidelines for projects
under LCMP is also
pursued. SHFC has
agreed, in principle,
to allow the LGU to
modify
some
documentary
requirements
in
recognition of the
need to adopt the
program to the local
context. For example,
given that most HOAs
in Naga City do not
have their own bank
account, which is an
eligibility requirement
under the regular
CMP,
but
have
deposits at the City
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Treasurer’s Office, the bank account requirement can
be modified as seen fit to allow more HOAs to
participate in LCMP. This consideration makes sense
since the aim of the LCMP to empower the LGU
involves focused decision-making.
There is still a lot of work to be accomplished
by each stakeholder until the fruits of LCMP are
realized. While some have lagged behind the
schedule due to inevitable circumstances, all have
expressed strong commitment to make LCMP doable
and effective in Naga City. Documenting these
developments in the course of the localization of
LCMP in Naga City will indeed be helpful in
crafting necessary reforms and adjustments in LCMP
as an approach in providing affordable tenure
security. The second half of the LCMP
implementation in Naga City is expected to step-up
as stakeholders inch closer to the aim of addressing
urban homelessness and tenure insecurity more
responsively and of empowering for the local
government. Likewise, the process documentation
hopes to capture the experience of Naga City which
could serve as inspiration to other cities.
For further information:
John J. Caroll Institute for Church and Social Issues
Social Dev. Complex, Ateneo de ManilaUniversity
Katipunan, Quezon City  
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How  Should  the  Community  Mortgage    
Be  Judged?  
By
Francisco L. Fernandez
12 July 2008

Formal Housing versus Informal Housing
If you belong to the formal sector and you can
afford to formally build a house, the first step is to
buy or inherit a piece of land, then secure a building
permit and financing and hire a contractor to build
the house. You would then have a decent and safe
house built according to international standards. The
same is likewise true with formal subdivisions and
condominiums. The first step is again TO acquire
land, then secure permits, financing, site
development and house construction before selling
these fairly decent homes also built according to
international standards. Unfortunately this formal
housing process is possible only for a few. For
instance in Cebu City only around 500 residential
units were extended occupancy permits in 2007 vs.

the estimated growth rate of 3,000 households in the
same year.
The informal housing process is the fate for
most of us,	
  including the remaining 2,500
households of the 3,000 households per year of Cebu
City. This informal housing process does not have
land as the first step. The first step is house
construction but on an incremental basis (put up the
posts, secure more money or materials, then roofing,
ad infinitum, a never ending process). After house
construction, site development follows, also on an
incremental basis and especially during elections.
And when the neighborhood is fairly developed,
forcible demolition becomes the fate for most of
them.
In a workshop of ACHR luminaries held in
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Cebu a few years back, this informal housing process
was referred to as the “people process”. The
workshop declared that this “people process” is true
for the vast majority of Asians most of whom are in
the slums. We are therefore obliged to recognize the
intrinsic value of the slums which must be improved
via on-site upgrading or helping them acquire the
land they are occupying through CMP whenever
possible. Our inability to upgrade these slums is
never a justification to demolish them. For most
Asians, housing is access to livelihood. Relocation
without access to livelihood is never acceptable even
if said sites have all the basic facilities, even if these
relocation projects have housing components.
Security of tenure in areas accessible to livelihood is
therefore non-negotiable and preventing forcible
demolitions is not just justified but even required.
The workshop concluded that our role is to
support and certainly not to suppress or even
supplant this “people process.” The formal housing
process, no matter how seemingly desirable, is not
possible for the vast majority of the people in Asia,
including of course the Philippines.

The Criteria for Judging
As a consequence of the above premise,
housing solutions for the informal sector must be in
line with the following criteria:
Given the situation where the housing need is
so vast and the available housing resources relatively
so little, the ideal “decent housing for all” is not
possible. What is possible is “minimum solution for
a maximum number.” The more common practice of
“maximum housing for a minimum number” does
not in fact make sense. Decent housing does remain
an ideal. But to benefit many, initial investment must
be kept at a minimum. Subsequent investments can
be done on an incremental (little-by-little) basis, with
the hope that the ideal decent house and
neighborhood will eventually be reached if not for
ourselves for our children.
The primary strategy is accessing government
resources for housing. The optimal use of nongovernment money is to develop the capability of the
people and their NGO supporters to harness these
government resources. Direct housing production is
justified if it is designed to influence government
policy.
The primary actor must be the people
themselves. In line with Paolo Freire’s “only the
oppressed has the energy to fight oppression.” Also
in line with the conclusion cited in the previous
section that the primary builders of housing is not
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government nor the professional builders (including
NGOs) but the people themselves and our role is
merely to support and not to supplant them.

Judging CMP
CMP was designed circa 1988 by the
Presidential Commission for the Urban Poor as a
strategy to fight eviction. It was patterned after
Pagtambayayong’s informal self-help housing
cooperatives because of its simplicity and extremely
low cost. Then Housing Czar Dory Katigbak
mainstreamed it as a major program of the National
Home Mortgage Finance Corp, which was then the
richest government housing institution. In the
process of formalization, CMP unavoidably became
more tedious and complicated. Nonetheless it
remains as the least complicated and most
inexpensive housing program of the government.
Despite problems, including changes in
government leadership, CMP managed to continue
being implemented on a relatively very large scale,
even comparing if not surpassing social housing
programs of other countries. This refers to CMP as a
program of NHMFC/SHFC; more so if CMP is
taken in the generic sense, i.e. many CMP-like
programs have evolved, including Presidential
Proclamation for lands owned by the national
government, other similar programs by Local
Government Units for properties that they own or
have acquired for the urban poor; many community
associations, on their own and sometimes with the
help of NGOs) also negotiate directly with
landowners for installment purchases (generally
referred to direct purchase).
CMP should be primarily judged in terms of
providing security of tenure in locations accessible to
livelihood. It cannot be judged in terms of the
beneficiaries’ increase in income, although we
should perhaps shadow price the income they would
have lost if they had been dislocated. Neither should
CMP be judged in terms of improvements in their
homes and neighborhoods as these may not be the
priority nor capability of the beneficiaries; and
resources for improvement of homes and
neighborhoods are also hardly available.
That the CMP fulfills all the criteria cited above
is not an issue. Perhaps the evaluation can discuss
how CMP, both as a program of SHFC and in the
generic sense (Presidential Proclamation, LGU
programs and Direct Purchase) can be scaled-up
further, etc. Via a review of SHFC policies and
performance, including regional imbalance. Via an
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inventory of generic
CMPs
happening
nationwide and how
these
can
be
encouraged. And many
more.
But in my opinion
the most crucial issue
that should be tackled
by the evaluation is the
sponsoring agencies’
relationship with CMP, particularly with the NGO
originators.
CMP is very cost-efficient. The cost of
accessing the CMP loan fund is estimated at
PhP2,500 per member. The return on investment is
certainly worthwhile: the loan fund accessed per
member now averages PhP50,000 plus the
immeasurable perpetual security of tenure plus a
sense of dignity and well being plus an urban poor
organization created and/or strengthened plus plus
plus.
The problem is that CMP is not sustainable on
the part of the NGO originating these mortgages. The
origination fee is only PhP1,000 per member. The
NGO has to scrounge around for the remaining of
PhP1,500 per member served. Misereor and Selavip
agencies have generously filled-up this gap. The
issue is of course whether they are expected to do
this forever.
The other issue is how should CMP be located
vis-à-vis other development groups working with the
urban poor, especially with those who are also
partners of Misereor. Let me venture some of my
thoughts.
CMP goes hand-in-hand with other approaches:
•   With Presidential Proclamations and other
similar programs as these are actually variants of the
CMP;
•   With anti-eviction, as making it difficult for
landowners to forcibly evict occupants will
encourage CMP, which was really designed as
mutually acceptable resolution to their conflict. Antieviction also covers a vast sector that CMP is unable
to reach;
•   With technical assistance as preparation of a
subdivision plan is a CMP requirement and they are
most necessary in helping the communities to
improve their neighborhoods and homes;
•   With savings, micro-credit and livelihood as
it is always necessary to augment family income and
these activities are better enhanced by security of
tenure and the organizational structure of CMP;

•   With housing finance as there is a need for
down-payments and for loans to improve homes and
neighborhoods;
•   With advocacy groups as the need to continue
CMP and improve its policies is a continuing “handto-hand combat”;
•   With community organizing as this is a prerequisite to successful CMP projects.
What about direct production of social housing?
Providing decent but affordable homes lower income
sector who are formally employed is of course an
imperative. There is a relatively large amount of
funds available for formal housing. Our goal is to try
to channel these funds to the lower income sector
contrary to the prevailing practice of giving more
priority to bigger loans for the higher income.
Income from social housing projects can also crosssubsidize the operation of NGOs doing CMP.
It is safe to say to CMP is compatible with the
other approaches and a convergence of these
different approaches is of course possible. But the
problem is whether it is wise to force this
convergence as this might be inefficient and might
result to the undesirable “maximum help to a
minimum number of people.”
I would rather encourage that the different
groups with their different approaches autonomously
reach out to as many urban poor people as possible
and converge if the situation calls for it. It would be
good to have an urban poor agenda where the
different groups, especially Misereor partners, may
locate themselves.
But with or without an explicit urban poor
agenda, if the different groups are in fact journeying
with the urban poor and are in fact supporting the
people process, then whoever they are and whatever
they do, we should not care too much.
For further information

bimbo_fernandez@yahoo.com
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Recent  Activities    
of    
Teodoro  K.  Katigbak  
  
Minutes of the Meeting Held on 5 June 2008 at the
Makati Sports Club to discuss the proposal of Mayor
Cuerpo to use lands in Rodriguez, Rizal for
relocation of Informal Settlers
In attendance:
Hon. Pedro S. Cuerpo, Mayor Rodriguez, Rizal;
Ms. Joji Reyes, ADB Consultant;
Mr. Leopoldo Resmundo, DBP Project Development
Housing and Livelihood;
Ms. Kristina S. Tordilla, DBP Housing Group;
Mr. Martin Ongpin, Metro Manila Development
Authority;
Mr. Marvyn Galang, Home Guarantee Corporation;
Mr. Gerry Munsayac, Home Guarantee Corporation;
Mr. Jun Santos, LGU Rodriguez;
Mr. Coco Teves, HUDCC;
Ms.Weng Dinores, HUDCC;
Mr. Dennis Murphy, Urban Poor Associates;
Ms. Alice Murphy, Urban Poor Associates;
Mr. Teodoro K. Katigbak, Meeting Host;
Ms. Rissa Katigbak, Meeting Secretary.

Introduction
Mr. Katigbak hosted this meeting after
attending the NHA presentation of Mayor Cuerpo on
his proposal to host informal settlers in lands in
Rodriguez, Rizal. He found it most inspiring that the
Mayor would welcome to his municipality the
settlers occupying endangered areas and private and
government properties in Metro Manila. The ADB
and DBP were invited to discuss possible financing
available for this type of project, HGC was invited
report on status of HGC acquired properties in
Rodriguez. Mayor Cuerpo invited an MMDA
representative to discuss MMDA’s possible
participation in financial subsidies. HUDCC and

Urban Poor Associates represented the informal
settlers groups.

Summary of Mayor’s Proposal
Mayor Cuerpo began by summarizing his
proposal to accommodate informal settlers in
Rodriguez, Rizal, especially those displaced from
national government infrastructure sites in Metro
Manila. He has identified around 300 hectares of
abandoned subdivision projects and 500 hectares of
Lungsod Silangan Townsite, a project of former
president Marcos.
Rodriguez makes an ideal relocation site
because of its proximity to Manila. It is also
currently being used by MMDA as a dumpsite for
Metro Manila. MMDA incurs some savings by using
the Rodriguez dumpsite which funds can possibly be
used to finance either possible housing development
for relocation of informal settlers or as subsidies for
the urban poor beneficiaries.

Responses of Discussion Participants
Engr. Ongpin of the MMDA suggested building
tenement low-rise buildings that will only be rented
out to relocates. Ownership of the land and structures
would remain with government. Low initial rentals
will address the low income capacity of the squatters.
The problem here would be the massive amounts of
financing required as he estimates that P200
thousand per family unit would be required.
The ADB Consultant reported that the ADB has
a program for development of mass housing of
informal settlers called the Development of Poor
Urban Communities Project or DPUCP. This is a
loan program being implemented by the
Development Bank of the Philippines which can be
availed of by local government units, private
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developers, urban poor associations, or any
combination of these.
The DBP explained that there is currently one
billion pesos still unused in this facility. The targeted
beneficiaries, however, are the “entrepreneurial
informal settlers” who have some capacity to pay
back the loan. This capacity can be increased by
livelihood programs also funded by the program.
HGC reported that their available sites in
Rodriguez were committed to the 4,000 relocatees
from the commercial areas to be vacated at the
National Government Center in Quezon City. When
asked about the HGC site in Rodriguez known as the
“Bluestar Subdivision”, HGC responded that this has
been offered to the Quezon City government’s
Tridevelopment Corporation for relocation of the
informal settlers from the North Triangle area.
The HUDCC representative mentioned that they
were already studying the 500 hectares of the vast
Lungsod Silangan reservation area that was located
in Rodriguez. This proclamation was still legally
extant and the local government was authorized to
administer the portion in its territory.

Paying Capacity Problem
Both the Urban Poor Associates representatives
and Mayor Cuerpo feel that it is the poorest of the
poor who don’t have the capacity to pay that are in
the most need of housing assistance. Because of lack
of national government funding, he sought the
assistance of MMDA for subsidies for the relocation
of occupants in endangered areas. Currently relocates
in his proving can pay only P 200 to 300 in
amortizations or rentals monthly.
The ADB consultant reports that there are also
available funds for livelihood projects to assist the
end users in paying back the loans.
HUDCC and the ADB consultant reported on
recently released guidelines from the Banco Central
for Micro Financing of housing projects or house
construction. This is a “rights-based secure tenure”
instrument that can use rights as collateral for loans.
Mayor Cuerpo discussed certain areas in his
municipality which are covered by tax declarations
only and not titles, which he has made available to
relocates. It would be a big help if the occupants in
these areas could be given rights which could be
used as security for housing loans.
The Lungsod Silangan site which is covered by
presidential proclamation may also qualify if legal
rights over the areas occupied by relocates can be
given. However, such a large area should first be
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subjected to a master framework plan. HUDCC
mentioned that in the past they had commissioned
PROS, the city planning firm of Dean Ronnie
Manahan, to make a similar plan for the old Bilibid
Prison compound.

Identified Actions To Be Undertaken
By Participants
The group agreed on the following action points
to be undertaken by the discussion participants:
Mayor Cuerpo will select the five most
promising abandoned subdivision sites that can be
made available to prospective proponents (whether
private developers, urban poor associations, or local
government units) of the ADP-DBP DPUCP
program. The mayor appointed as his point person
Mr. Jun Santos, who will evaluate prospective sites
for ease of development, cooperativeness of landowner developer, and validity of title.
Mr. Marvyn Galang of HGC will apprise the
group on whether its offer to Quezon City of its
“Blue Star” property was accepted or if the property
was still available. Awaiting this information are the
500-odd families enumerated by UPA who have
been removed by MMDA from Manila esteros.
Ms. Weng Dinores of HUDCC will research the
manner whereby Mayor Cuerpo can be given
authority to grant legal occupancy rights to vacant
and untitled properties. Such rights would be used to
as security for housing loans under the new BSP
guidelines. This authority may be within the power
of DENR to grant.
Mr. Leopoldo Resmundo of DBP will host the
next meeting with Mayor Cuerpo and prospective
DPUCP proponents after the mayor has selected the
five recommended abandoned sudivision sites.
Mr. Teodoro Katigbak will seek a grant-in-aid
for a framework plan for the 500-hectare Rodriguez
portion the Lungsod Silangan site. Initial target
source will be the Cities Development Initiate for
Asia (CDIA) under Dr. Emiel Wegalin of the
German Technical Cooperation Group.
Ms. Rissa Katigbak was tasked with providing
participants with a summary of the proceedings. The
meeting adjourned at 3 pm.

For further information:
dorykatigbak@gmail.com
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5 August 2008
Mr. Ramon R. del Rosario
Chairman
Philippine Investment Management, Inc.
Dear Mon
I read from the business pages the very
welcome news that you have shifted your core
business direction toward mass housing. Given your
well-known management competence, there is no
doubt that you will succeed in providing significant
additions to affordable housing stock.
I am now writing to ask you to apply this
competence toward social housing as a related
gesture of corporate social responsibility . In
particular, I ask you to seriously consider projects for
urban poor housing in Rodriguez (formerly
Montalban), Rizal where Mayor Pedro Cuerpo, alone
among mayors beside Metro Manila, has invited
squatters to relocate.
Among the many possible social housing sites
in Rodriguez, I would like to present for your
immediate consideration, one urgent and feasible
project. This is the Jovil Village 1 & 2 currently
being offered for public bidding by the Home
Guarantee Corporation. Attached are: a) HGC’s

project Profile, b) HGC location plan, and c) my
latest Google Earth snapshot of the site.
HGC’s price of P53 million translates to P1,207
per saleable square meter, payable 10% down,
balance over 10 years at a “Bloomberg-based” rate,
currently about 6% p.a. Considering that it is fullydeveloped and that similar sites sell for about P2,000
per square meter, the terms seem to be attractive for
commercial housing developers.
We would like, however, to allocate half of the
site to some 500 families recently evicted by MMDA
from Manila esteros. We have shown them the site
and they have eagerly accepted it. The problem, of
course, is the low affordability of these relocatees.
This can be addressed by a cross-subsidy scheme
where the remaining (and better) half of the area is
sold for economic housing at current market prices.
Could Phinma consider undertaking or at least
participating as a co-venturer in such a project? This
can be done without any loss and possibly even
marginal profit.
I would be happy to discuss this further with
you at your convenience. Thank you for your kind
attention.
Very truly yours,
.
Teodoro K. Katigbak
Chairman, Urban Poor Associates
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COPE  in  Metro-Manila  
  
  
The Community Organization of the Philippine
Enterprise (COPE) was established in 1977 from the
Philippine Ecumenical Council for Community
Organizing (PECCO) work in the Zone One Tondo
foreshore lands that MISEREOR supported since the
1970’s. It expanded its work with the urban poor in
Quezon City and South Manila.
1987 – SAMA-SAMA, the people’s
organization that was established as a result of COPE
community organizing in a huge land owned by the
national government was able to win the
proclamation of 150 hectares in favor of more than
100,000 families.
1990 to 1994 – A federation of people’s
organization (AMPAT) in the Payatas Dumpsite that
was also organized by COPE stopped a massive
eviction. It was able to pressure the government to
change its Payatas Development Plan that would

have displaced more than 30,000 urban poor
families. COPE also organized thousands of families
living in private lands in the “Luzon Areas” that was
able to secure land tenure through the CMP Program.
1994 – COPE together with CO-TRAIN
(Community Organizing, Training, and Advocacy
Institute) established the CO Training Program that
trained a new generation of community organizers.
1995 to 1998 – COPE organized DAMPA, the
alliance of the urban poor that worked against forced
evictions. COPE also organized thousands of
affected communities by the C-5 road and AWSOP
project of the government.
1998 – COPE expanded its work to the Camarin
area in north Caloocan. It resulted in the pressuring
of the Caloocan City Government to change its land
use plan of converting four (4) barangays that are
heavily populated by around 100,000 urban poor
families into a commercial
and industrial area.
2000 – COPE worked
with the Diocese of
Caloocan, Malabon and
Navotas of Bishop Teodoro
Bacani that established the
Urban
Poor
Ministry.
COPE trained its first
community organizers and
assisted the 10,000 urban
poor families affected by
the government’s flood
control project. COPE also
started its work on the child
labour issue in the Navotas
Fishport.
2001 – COPE worked
with communities to be
affected by the government
road dike project in Taytay
and Taguig areas along the
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Laguna Lake. More than 20,000 urban poor families
would have been affected.
The project was
suspended and major changes in its design were
made that eventually spared the affected
communities from dislocation. COPE later on, in
cooperation with CO-Multiversity, expanded its
work and organized a lake wide alliance of
communities from 29 towns and cities around the
lake.
2005 – COPE focused its community
organizing intervention in the affected communities
of the R-10 road widening project (6,000 families) in
Navotas City after the government forcibly and
violently evicted 913 families amidst negotiations for
adequate relocation. Only 100 families were given
relocation, the rest were just offered amounts of
PhP5,000 to 15,000. To respond to the immediate
eviction threat, COPE deployed all its community
organizers in Manila Center for three months in the
R-10. The R-10 alliance was established to pressure
and negotiate with the government to
stop the eviction until there is an
adequate and acceptable relocation.
No forced evictions happened until
now but the government continued to
intimidate individual families to
accept its financial offer that was
raised to P 21,000. More than 200
families opted to accept the money
offered in lieu of their relocation
rights.
2007 – COPE expanded its
community organizing in the
communities along creeks or esteros
that were being threatened with
eviction by the government. One
month after COPE’s entry into the 7
barangay/communities in Pasay City,
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in August, the government attempted to
forcibly evict these communities. It was
successful in evicting more than 500 families
in 2 barangays. But after community actions
initiated by COPE, like human barricades, the
government halted its clearing operations in
the other 5 barangay that still had more than
1,500 families affected. This year, more than
10,000 families were forcibly evicted by the
government
from
the
creeks/esteros,
highways, and railroads. In September, COPE
together with the Urban Poor Associates and
the CO-Multiversity established with the
leaders of each partner communities the Task
Force Anti-Illegal Demolition to initiate a
collective campaign against rising evictions.
2008 – In January 31, the Task Force AntiIllegal Demolition was able to hold a dialogue with
the President Gloria Arroyo with the assistance of
the Catholic Bishop Conference of the Philippines
(CBCP). The President committed to stop evictions
without adequate relocation and to strictly follow
the proper procedures mandated by law. She also
committed to look into the proposed alternative incity relocation of the people’s organizations and
allocated Php 4 billion for it. But four days after the
dialogue, one government agency, the Metro Manila
Development Authority (MMDA) forcibly evicted
more than 1,000 families in two areas.
For further information:
Jocelyn Vicente-Angeles
jovicenteangeles@yahoo.co  
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Community  Organizing  in  
the  Municipality  of  
Navotas,  Metro  Manila  
Cope Foundation

Profile:
Fish Center of Metro Manila

Navotas, along the Manila Bay, in
Metropolitan Manila, is the fishing center of
the region. The Navotas Fishport Complex,
considered presently as the biggest fish
market in Southeast Asia, is built on this
town’s shore land on a 47.5 hectares of
reclaimed land.
With a population of 230,403 (49,520
households) on a 2.6 square kilometer of land
area, the Navotas Municipality is the most
densely populated in Metro Manila with
88,617 population per square kilometer.
According to the National Statistical
Coordination Board (NCSB 2000), Navotas
has 11.6% incidence by population with a
total of 26,726 people living below the poverty
line.

36% of the population of Navotas faced
eviction from their settlements because of the
government’s two major infrastructure
projects, the Flood Control Project and the
Road Widening of the Road 10 (R-10).
According to government data there are
10,450 people living along waterways and
8,580 along highways.
The government is not offering any
relocation to the affected families, instead,
only P 15,000 ($ 283) for each of the families
to vacate their houses.
In year 2001, COPE with the help of the
International Programme for the Elimination
of Child Labor of ILO (ILO-IPEC),
documented 762 cases of child laborers (ages
5-17 yrs. old) in the fish-port. They mostly
worked in fish sorting, cargo hauling, and
scavenging.
More than 50% of the working children
are ages 5 to 12 years old.
26% were girls. 54% had stopped going
to school (Elementary Level).
Most of them experienced incarceration
and other forms of child abuses (66%).

CO Training of Church Workers

In year 2000, COPE assisted Bishop
Teodoro Bacani in establishing the Urban
Poor Ministry (UPM) of the Caloocan,
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Malabon, Navotas Ecclesiastical District
through community organizing training for its
staff.
An urban poor federation was organized
by the UPM, of the families affected by the
Flood Control Project of the government.
Currently, the Diocese of Bishop
Deogracias Yniquez is continuing the Urban
Poor Ministry’s work for the land and housing
security of the urban poor in Navotas.

Building People’s Organization

PO Building started in organizing
communities to put an end to the jailing of
children by the fish-port authorities. In year
2001, government authorities and agencies
committed to stop the jailing and follow
proper procedures in juvenile cases.
Community organizing had continued by
building the PO capacity to access basic
services from the government. Educational
services were obtained for 200 working
children. These educational services were
sustained from year 2002 up to present
enabling the PO to withdraw many children
from working in the fish-port.

Alternative People’s Livelihood

One of the negotiated results of the PO’s
organizing was a livelihood assistance given
by the government. COPE, through enterprise
capacity interventions, assisted the PO in
developing its fish processing project
(Boneless Bangus).
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Its capital has now increased to
PhP730,000 from an initial PhP185,000 in
2002 and is now able to provide almost
PhP300.000
additional
income
per
production/day for its 30 production workers.
Members also earned through selling of the
products.
The project is currently earning an
average of P 5,000 per month.

Anti-Eviction and Housing Rights
At present, the government is threatening to
evict 2,000 families living along the Road 10 (R-10)
Highway without any relocation. COPE is working
to form an alliance of all the urban poor affected to
stop the imminent forceful demolition.
For further information:
Jocelyn Vicente-Angeles"
<jovicenteangeles@yahoo.com>
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SALIGAN  –    
Alternative  Law  Group  
  
SALIGAN stands for Sentro ng Alternatibong
Lingap Pangaligal.
Founded in 1987 SALIGAN is among the
oldest and biggest member of the Alternative Law
Groups Inc (ALG), a coalition of 18 law groups in
the Philippines engaged in the practice of alternative
or developmental law. They have more than100
partner organizations all over the country from
Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao.

Legal Literacy and Paralegal Formation
To reduce he monopoly of legal knowledge and
skills among traditional practitioners, by training
paralegals to address the legal needs of their
organization or communities.

Litigation Support
To handle precedent-setting cases on issues that
impact on the sector advancement, and made use of
alternative modes of dispute settlement.

Policy Advocacy
To review and analyze existing, laws, bill, and
executive issuances and provide consultancy
services. SALIGAN draft bills, executive issuances
and implementing rules, and participates in public
hearings, for a and conferences.

Research and Publication
the

SALIGAN conduct research on issues affecting
marginalized sectors in the Philippines,

publishing primers, newsletters, manuals, and other
references aimed ad popularizing the law.

Internship
Promote the practice of alternative law by
participating in the formation of law students in the
country’s Universities.

Programs
SALIGAN has five programs each engaged in
legal literacy and paralegal formation, litigation
support, policy advocacy research and publication,
and internship.
For women, handling cases of women victims
of gender based violence. SALIGAN advocates the
enactment of laws addressing women issues and
trains paralegal that assists litigants in the court
room.
For workers, analyzes amendments in the Labor
Code, engages in the discussion of public sector
union issues and addresses migrant workers
concerns. It addresses	
  issues on security of tenure,
the right to a living wage, speedily labor justice and
the welfare of women workers.
For the urban poor SALIGAN has a human
rights-based approach to litigation, focused in the
implementation of the Urban Development and
Housing Act (UDHA) Just and humane manner of
demolitions and the provision of relocation for the
beneficiaries, one example is the Prohibition and
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Injunction case files against the Metropolitan Manila
Development Authority (MMDA).
Throughout the years the unit has conducted a
series of legal clinics to many urban poor
associations and NGOs such as Caritas Manila,
Vincentian Missionaries Social Development
Foundation, Inc, Payatas Scavengers Homeowners
Association Inc., Most Holy Trinity Parish, Kilusang
Maralita Para Sa Kapakanang Panlipunan,, Philsa
Regional Partners, and Urban Reform Task Force,
Kamao, and the community associations organized
by the Muntinlupa Development Association.
Since the passage of UDHA several
executive issuances have being passed in support of
it. Among them is the Executive Order 152
designating the PCUP as a demolition clearing
house. Currently the unit is pushing for the passage
of a national law establishing Local Housing Boards.
It is also fighting against moves to revive the AntiSquatting Law.
Among the unit’s recent publication are Urban
Poor Updates (with the latest laws and jurisprudence

on the Urban Poor), Primers
on
proposed
UDHA
Amendments, Local Housing
Boards and Demolitions, and
a Urban poor paralegal
Manual.
For farmers and fishers
SALIGAN works both with
the civil society and the
government
on
the
sustainable use of natural
resources and access to them
by marginalized communities.
The core of the advocacy is
resource tenure improvement
and security for farmers and
fishers.
For Local Governance
SALIGAN direct its efforts to increase people’s
participation in local governance. It conducts training
on local legislation and policy formulation, the
barangay justice system, and the national advocacy
to democratizing local governance.
For Regional Affairs, the regional branches of
SALIGAN in Bicol and Mindanao in addition of the
common activities have environment, peace, Moro
and indigenous people programs. Among those are
the lobbying and litigation for watershed protection
in Davao City, legal representation of Moros in
political cases and lobbying for recognition of
customary laws among the indigenous peoples.	
 
For further information:
Arnold de Vera
Executive Director
SALIGAN
G/F Hoffner Building
Ateneo de Manila University
1108 Loyola Heights, Quezon City, Philippines
   saligan@saligan.org
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There has been a long debate in the Church over its
social teaching, not so much with the content, the
“what” of the teaching, but about the most effective
way to get it implemented, the “how” of the matter.
It is a matter of audiences. Ordinarily the papal
encyclicals and the letters of the Catholic Bishops’
Conference of the Philippines address the
government and influential private citizens, asking
them to protect workers’ rights, implement land
reform or extend it, stop illegal forced evictions, ban
trawlers from offshore waters, and take care of other
problems. This approach sees the elite as the agents
of change.
Another audience for the letters and encyclicals
might be the workers, farmers, urban poor and
fishermen of the world and the Philippines. The
hierarchy might explain the Church’s teaching as it
relates to the poor sectors, explain their human rights
and urge them to take organized action to achieve
their rights and reform the situation. This approach is
far rarer than the first, though some popes, including

Pope John Paul II have encouraged workers to act
through their unions. Think of Poland’s Solidarity,
for example. This approach sees the poor as the
agents of change. In the end it’s a matter of
emphasis: both government and the organized poor
are needed.
It wouldn’t be surprising if some of our bishops
began to wonder if it is useful any longer to keep
appealing to Philippine Government leaders and the
powerful to take up reform. The bishops over the
years have given more support to land reform than
any other social problem, and yet they can’t even get
a very ordinary law extended. The Philippines is the
first democracy to drop its land reform program
before it is finished.
Maybe, the bishops will soon come to believe it
is more useful to talk directly to the poor than to
continue engaging with officials who politely nod
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agreement with the Church’s suggestions and then
continue business as usual. In the concrete situation
existing in the country with the officials and growing
problems the people face, it seems the right time to
speak to the poor. If they ever write such a letter it
might go like this:
---0--Dear Brothers and Sisters,
Our past letters on social problems don’t seem
to have done much good. Many times, for example,
we appealed to our leaders for effective land reform,
but to no avail. Congress failed to extend it. We’ve
talked of workers’ problems, mining and the
problems tribal people face, but those letters, too,
have had little effect. It’s time to talk directly to you.
Before going further, we wish to ask about
something that puzzles us and many other people,
namely, why are you so patient? There are food and
oil price riots in many countries; in South Korea
50,000 people go into the streets each night to protest
the importation of American beef, yet here in the
Philippines, which is as poor and as hard hit as any
other country by the soaring prices, there seems to be
only passive acceptance. This is not our history.
Look at the peasant uprisings of the past, look at
EDSA I. What has caused this recent passivity?
Have you lost hope in life and the possibility of
change? Have you lost faith in government, the elite,
the Church? We can imagine your pain with the way
things have become worse and worse, but don’t give
up for the sake of your children and for the good of
the whole country.
What is your perception of the Church? Do you
feel it is on your side in the justice struggles that will
fashion the Philippines of tomorrow? Do you feel
you are in the Church of the Poor that we vowed to
become at the Second Plenary Philippine Synod in
1992? We hope so and we sincerely hope you
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haven’t lost your willingness to “hunger and thirst
for justice”. You well know that no major social
change will come about in our country without
organized popular pressure from below. Also, no
serious thrust to become the Church of the Poor will
take place unless you push us in that direction.
What will it take to organize this popular
pressure from below? To organize farmers into a
large democratic, non-violent movement for a truly
valuable land reform, for example? How many
farmers must be organized? One million? Why not?
The Federation of Free Farmers on the eve of Martial
Law had some 300,000 members and was growing
rapidly. There are many more farmers now and just
as much sufferings.
We ask the same question of all downtrodden
groups—tribal people, fishermen, workers, urban
poor and farmers: what will it take to organize
yourselves?
We will give whatever is in our power to give
in terms of moral support, funds and training
resources. We will recruit idealistic young people
and professionals to work alongside you. We will
lobby for you as we always have, and we will not
hesitate to break with the powerful who resist your
efforts to secure your human rights. We will preach
the Gospel in the liberating way Jesus did in Luke
4:18-19: “The spirit of the Lord is upon me, because
he has anointed me to bring good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim liberty to captives and
recovery of sight to the blind, to free the oppressed
and to proclaim the Lord’s year of mercy.”
May the Lord bless all of us.
-   The Catholic Bishops’
Conference of the Philippines
  

Denis Murphy works with the Urban Poor
Associates. His email address is upa@pldtdsl.net
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David  Balondo  of  Tondo  
(1922-1988)  
  
Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino led an army of rich
and poor heroes who were willing to give their lives
for their people during the night of Martial Law.
One of the lesser known persons was David Balondo
of Tondo who was once a guerilla in Samar against
the Japanese, once a fisherman in Isla Putting Bato,
Tondo and for a long time the vice president of the
Zone One Tondo Organization (ZOTO).
Twenty years ago when he was 66 young
radicals shot him dead in front of his new house in
the Dagat-Dagatan Relocation Area of Navotas. It
was a mindless decision to kill the old man. His wife
heard noises in the street; as she ran out expecting
trouble she heard shots, and then she found her
husband on the ground dying of wounds to his head.
Two young gunmen stood around and announced
they were NPA. They looked nervously at the old
woman and her dying husband and then ran off.
From the 1960s on, Balondo led the people’s
efforts to resist government to throw off the Tondo
Foreshore land. In the end the people succeeded.
The original government plan called for all 30,000
families in the Foreshore area to be relocated to some
far off place like Sapang Palay. The Tondo land was
planned to be a commercial, up-scale housing area,
and support zone for the new international container
terminal. Instead, after a long struggle with the help
of the World Bank and the German Government,
only 10,000 families had to move and these were
relocated only a few kilometers north to Navotas; the
other 20,000 families had their land upgraded and
titled.
It didn’t come easily. Hundreds of ZOTO
people went to jail; a number were tortured,
including “Trining” Herrera, the ZOTO president.
Balondo was arrested five times. Despite all this
they struggled through the 1970s and won.
In Dagat-Dagatan they received a 96-sq.m. lot
with toilet, light, water and a cement platform for
their house. They paid one peso per square meter

each month for 25 years and then they owned the
land. Most importantly, they were only five minutes
from their jobs. One day in Dagat-Dagatan I asked a
ZOTO woman leader how she liked her new house.
“I’m in Paradise,” she told me.
Balondo never had the chance to grow old
peacefully, with time to sit around chatting with the
other old men and women and watch the children
playing in the street, as the Prophet Zechariah
promised the faithful would do one day in the future
(Zechariah 8:4-5).
He was happy in his new home in DagatDagatan. I doubt if anyone now remembers the
specific incident that caused the assassination, and it
doesn’t matter – he didn’t deserve to die like that.
Nor did he deserve the movie made of his life,
starring Ramon Revilla.
It made Balondo a
swashbuckling action star with a special agimat. His
devout Methodist wife became a starlet in a
miniskirt. Instead, he deserves the gratitude and
respect of people because of his contribution to
solving the problems of the poor in peaceful ways.
There were leftist influences on ZOTO as there
were on nearly all social action groups in those days,
but Balondo was more interested in the concrete
issues of the poor more than ideology. He was a
simple man who talked slowly as if words
themselves were very valuable. He always looked
worn out and weary.
One night at a mass said by the late Archbishop
Mariano Gaviola I was with the German government
official in charge of overseas funding. We were in
the back of a huge crowd. Balondo came over to us
and the three of us talked for a while the bishop gave
his homily. Later the German said to me, “He was
like Job.” That night Balondo even had boils on his
face as Job had.
He was Protestant and the most honest of all the
people involved in ZOTO, including the other
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officers, the organizers and the priests and Protestant
ministers who helped the organization.
Everything about the long struggle of the Tondo
people, except the prison and torture, has lessons for
today. People must always struggle together for
what they consider their vital necessities in life.
There is no other way. The government of President
Ferdinand Marcos realized after years of hostility to
ZOTO that it was easier and more productive to
negotiate with people’s groups that to insist on
fighting them. In the final years of the 1970s the
government did negotiate and compromise. The
value of genuine negotiation still has to be learned by
many in government today.
Finally the World Bank and the German
Government chose the good of the poor of Tondo
and not the plans of government as their priority.
They told the Martial Law government that they
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would fund the development of the container
terminal and harbor but only if the people were
treated fairly. Such a stand on conviction is seldom
seen these days.
Every group needs courage – the poor need the
determination of a David Balondo to struggle. The
government needs courage to slow down and
negotiate: the officials who do so will be criticized
by hardliners inside and outside government. Finally
the multinational and national donors need courage
to prioritize the good of the poor, since the good
results of such choices often take years to be visible.
  
For further information:
Denis Murphy
Urban Poor Associates
upa@pldtdsl.net  
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About  Free  Water  Access    
in  South  Africa  
  

Background
The
ruling
African
National
Congress (ANC) has promised the access
to clean water by 2010 to all South
Africans. The National Water Act, which
was enacted into law in 1999, affirmed
that the water access is a fundamental
human right. However, it also allowed
municipalities to privatize their water
boards to private companies.
By 2000 according to Statistics of
South Africa, over 86% of the population
has access to improved water services.
Such improvements came at a high price
as the government has relied on full cost
recovery scheme and various forms of
privatization to deliver water. As a result,
millions of low-income households have
had their water access cut for nonpayment of
services. They could not afford to pay the increased
prices.
In 2002 a cholera epidemic, which lasted for
three years, affected over 100,000 people. Many
rural homesteads were forced to use contaminated
surface water because of the high price of water
services. The same year 2002, the government
embarked on an internationally praised project by
which each person per day will be provided 25 liters
free water. However the program was criticized.
Water remained inadequate, costs remained high
despite the subsidy and only the most advantaged
municipalities were able to fully access the program

Township and required the provision of 50 liters of
water free per person per day. The High Court of
South Africa has ruled that the City of
Johannesburg’s forced prepayment water meters
scheme in Phiri, a township in Soweto, is
unconstitutional. This judgment, in which the
Geneva-based Centre on Housing Rights and
Evictions (COHRE) provided a third party
submission (amicus curiae), also reaffirmed the
principle of progressive realization and increased the
minimal amount of safe drinking water that the City
is obligated to provide.
The judgment will probably be appealed by the
City of Johannesburg, and therefore might not be the
last word on the matter.

South African Court Ruling
(May 1st, 2008）

For further information:

The South African Court issued a landmark
ruling against pre-paid water meters in Johannesburg

COHRE International Secretariat
83 rue de Montbrillant、1202 Geneva, Switzerland
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Home  for  the  Homeless  in  Bangkok  
By Supoj Wancharoen
It took the state and NGOs nearly
a decade to build a permanent shelter
for the homeless in Bangkok Noi
district. Named after Suvit Watnoo,
the late activist known for his work for
the poor, the shelter was officially
opened by the Social Development and
Human Security Minister Sutha
Chansaeng, representatives of housing
activists and the State Railway of
Thailand, the landlord.
The two-storeyed shelter sits on
an 800-square-metre block of land near
the southbound railway line. The 2.4million-baht, 7x24m building can
accommodate up to 60 people at a time. The halllike shelter has no rooms and occupants must share
its space. The remaining area is designated for a
grocery, a garden to grow vegetable for residents'
consumption, and a garbage-sorting facility for use
by residents who are largely scrap collectors.
The project was initiated soon after then
Bangkok Governor Samak Sundaravej ordered a
crackdown on homeless people who camped out at
Sanam Luang and the city's public parks at night.
The move was opposed by the Human Settlement
Foundation which tried to find a better solution to
the problem.
According to Somporn Hanprom of the
Foundation, a research study on Bangkok's
homeless people was conducted by the Foundation
focusing on those hanging around Sanam Luang,
the biggest camping ground for the homeless in the
city. The study concluded that a permanent shelter
must be provided for the homeless, and that it was
the government's responsibility to provide state
land for the construction of such a shelter.

Initially, the SRT offered its land in the Bang Bua
Thong area for the project construction. However, the
site was deemed unsuitable as it was too far away from
Sanam Luang and central city areas where most of the
homeless people earn their living by sorting and
collecting garbage for sale. After several rounds of
negotiations, the SRT finally gave in and agreed to a
location change.
The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
(BMA) then leased the land from the SRT and paid for
the construction of the shelter. However, the BMA
later had budget problems and withdrew from the
project.
The BMA was then replaced by the Community
Organizations Development Institute (CODI), a public
organization that deals with housing for the poor.
CODI agreed to rent the land from the SRT for three
years starting from 2003. However, the SRT demanded
a commercial rent rate, not a friendly rate usually given
to state-run tenants. The rent costs the Institute over
100,000 baht annually. CODI and the SRT have yet to
officially extend the lease.
"I don't understand why the SRT imposes a high
rental rate on the land used by the poor," Mr Somporn
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The Homeless Section of Human Settlement Foundation in Thailand has received the
Japan Housing Association IYSH Memorial Encouragement Prize. Congratulations!!!

  

said. Suchin Iam-in, leader of the group of
homeless people now residing at the shelter, said
there are now 23 residents. He said homeless
people who earn a living decently, who do not
drink alcohol or use illicit drugs are welcome. But
foreign migrants and the disabled will not be
admitted. Mr Suchin said all newcomers would be
screened by the current residents to make sure they
are not trouble-makers.
Mr Suchin said some residents with drinking
problems have already been kicked
out. "The expelled ones are asking
to come back. We are considering
their appeals. We need to make
sure they will behave. We do not
have a fixed leader. We respect
one another's rights. Most residents
respect their older neighbors," he
said.
Mr Suchin pointed out that
residents will be allowed to live at
the shelter only temporarily. "It is
agreed that those who are able to
stand on their own feet will leave,"
he said, adding all of them dream
of having a house of their own.
Tik, a 42-year-old man from
Pathum Thani province, said the
residents do not pay rent but must
give to a common fund to pay for
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tap water and electricity. The bills come to
about 2,000 baht a month and the residents
contribute 50-100 baht each.
"The atmosphere is warm here
because we are like brothers and sisters.
We help and advise one another. We
understand one another because we all
share the same fate."
However, the
financial prospect for the shelter is not
good. Mr Somporn said the Human
Settlement Foundation has already used
400,000 baht of its budget of 500,000 baht
to pay rent over the past few years.
The future of the homeless shelter
now rests with the SRT. "It is absolutely
impossible for the residents to pay the
annual 100,000-baht rent to the SRT. I
don't know how long the center will stand.
If not, it's a pity for the thing we have
collectively developed for years," Mr Somporn said.
This story was first published in the Bangkok
Post, Friday April 4, 2008
For further information:
copathai@yahoo.com  
humanset@cscoms.com  
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NGO  Actogether  and  the  Building  of  an    
Ugandan  Urban  Poor  Federation  
  
  
  

Introduction
Savings collectives in Uganda were first
established in late 2002 when the Indian, South
African and Kenyan Federations began to work
with the Uganda Government to design and
implement city-wide slum upgrading programs.
The NGO Actogether Uganda was set up in
September 2006 to provide continuous support and
technical assistance to the Ugandan Federation.
In November 2007, there are over 3,000
active savers in Uganda, organized around 14
savings schemes in the cities of Kampala and Jinja.
Their accumulated savings amounted to 38,000
USD. The National Slum Dwellers Federation of
Uganda has built a sanitation unit block and started
the construction of 6 pilot houses on a plot secured
by the Kampala City Council in Central Kampala.
They carried slum enumeration among 18,000
households and businesses in Kisenyi. In Jinja, the
municipality has partnered with the Federation for
a low-cost housing development program of the
Soweto slum. Negotiations with the government to
secure land for housing development and
resettlement are under progress in both Kampala
and Jinja.

A Report from
Celine d’ Cruz, May 2008
This visit marked the end of two years of
Julie Crespin’s coordination in Uganda. When
Julie joined us, SDI was still struggling with
setting up a local NGO and one of the tasks
besides strengthening the saving groups was to
create the support organization. The challenge for
SDI is to make sure that we have the right kind of

support people who are ready and open to the
Federation leadership and its building process.
Julie has done a commendable task of not only
setting up the “Actogether” NGO but also
strengthening the savings groups in Uganda.
Acttogether is made up of three young women
and two men. Rose Mary will take over as Director of
Actogether and seems very comfortable with her role
in the community. Actogether works with many more
communities in both Kampala and Jinja today. Regular
saving meetings along with land negotiations are its
two main areas of work. There are many more savings
groups today with many more leaders and at least 60%
are women.
In KAWAMA, in the city of Jinja, the next city
from Kampla, 180 new savers have saved up to 11
million USG (US$1 = USG1,600.00). They are getting
7.6 acres of land from the Municipality of Jinja. They
have surveyed the land and done the subdivisions. The
Kampala Federation is supporting them with their
negotiations and like one of the leaders described it,
“the municipality is now aware that we have a big
voice”
At the meeting in Kawama, different leaders built
on the concept of the federation. Here are some
examples of how they described the federation to one
another.
“The speed of waiting for a house is reduced
when one joins the Federation”.
“The Federation is like a vegetable garden with
different foods. When it all comes together we have a
balanced diet”.
“One voice, one goal”. “We have bonded
together because we all save and have the same
problems. There is no difference between a saver and a
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chairperson or a big saver and a small saver. It is a
space to air out our ideas.”
“Just save 100 USG every day and at the end
of the month one you have a federation. It is that
simple.”
“The Federation is like a coconut tree. You
grow it when you are 18 years old but you get to
eat the fruit of the tree when you are 80 years old.
Even the grandchildren benefit from this as they
continue to eat the fruit from this tree as well.”
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“Savings and meetings
ingredients of the Federation.”

are

the

important

KESENI,
its Changing Face
Keseni, was SDI’s first contact when it entered
the city of Kampala. Keseni is in the center of Kampala
and is one of the bigger slums of the city. It is situated
next to the wholesale markets. The residents of Keseni
provide the informal labor for these markets and other
small workshops in the area. It was very clear from the
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beginning, since SDI’s entry that the government
had designs on this land with the aim of
redeveloping it for investment. This was also one
of the reasons why the government worked with
SDI on the first survey for Keseni. We all knew
that there was a blue print in place with an
alternative plan and we began working with the
hope we could influence and change that situation
to the advantage of the community.
We started with a very non-controversial
subject of sanitation and invested in constructing a
huge toilet block in the middle of Keseni. Since
that project the Federation is building three more
model houses on that land but the government
position has not changed much. There was a land
that the government wanted people to move to just
on the periphery of the city but this land has
already been taken over by some investor.
This phenomena of investors and developers
coming in is now a reality for Keseni and and
Kampala City. This change is more subtle. There is
not one big demolition but slowly over time small
plots are sold out and new investors are coming in,
displacing the old residents of Keseni. The face of
Keseni is changing rapidly.
Present Savings Status in Keseni, Kampala.
Keseni is divided into three parts. The number of
households and the number of savers give an idea
of the Federation’s reach in Keseni in May 2008.

with the housing fund. Keseni 2 has land to construct a
sanitation block and a community center.

Some Reflections

The Chinese and other investors are influencing
the way the Government is making choices about land.
There have been many scandals on this front in the
recent past. There are several key agencies that have
the power to make these decisions like:
•   The National Housing Authority which is a
private company.
•   The Housing Finance Company which is also
privately owned.
•   The Social Security Fund which is a National
Fund.
It is too big and corrupt for us to get into the thick
of it but I think we must try and see how far we can
influence government. If not we are like impotent
spectators just scratching the surface with nothing
much to offer the city.
For the Federation, proper settlement planning
should take into consideration the affordability of the
beneficiaries. It is also important to look for ways of
optimizing the limited resources of funds and land.
Access to land in Kawama in Jinja is like a
miracle. We must make sure to maximize the value of
this land and the fund so that it benefits not just the
families of Kawama. The land is 7.6 acreas and the
Federation has to plan for this land to accommodate the
maximum number of families. Some leaders still think
Keseni 1
6,000 households
2,000 savers
that the land is exclusively for them and do not wish to
Keseni 2
8,000 hh
50 savers
share it with the others.
Keseni 3
4,000 hh
200 savers
The new Actogether team needs mentoring and
support from groups in the neighboring Tanzania and
The following are the ongoing activities n the
Kenya. It is important that they get indoctrinated with
two cities of Kampala and Jinja:
the right values of SDI from the very beginning. It
•   discussions of costs and affordability with would be ideal if Julie could give them some support
especially in the administrative side at least for another
communities intending to construct houses
year until they get back on their feet. Jockin needs to
•   verification of Keseni survey
be more proactively involved in some of the land
•   construction of 3 pilot houses in Keseni
negotiations especially with the Land Minister and the
Housing Minister.
Negotiations in Soweto, Jinja
The survey was stopped by landowners who
felt threatened that the tenants will own a house.
This nearly tipped the balance and the Federation
For further information:
experienced the first signs of violence.
Kawama received 7.6 acres of land from the
Actogether Uganda
Jinja Municipality but the community is expected
Address: P.O. Box 36557 Kampala, Uganda
to pay the cost of the surveyor which is
Julie Crespin
approximately US$8,000 (USG11 million). They
256
(0) 414 376 336
find this steep and cannot afford this. They are in
actogetheru@fastmail.fm
the process of creating an urban poor livelihood
fund as they see a need for complementing this
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